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Exam links

sounds

AQA (B): Paper 2 Texts and genres: Elements
of crime writing: Hamlet
Edexcel: Paper 1 Drama: Tragedy: The
Duchess of Malfi and Doctor Faustus
OCR: Paper 1 Drama and poetry pre-1900:
Hamlet and The Duchess of Malfi

Laura Jayne Wright explores the meaning of
sound effects in Hamlet, Doctor Faustus and
The Duchess of Malfi

T

he theatre has never been quiet, and, at the turn of the
seventeenth century, there was no expectation that it
should be. Audiences crunched nuts in the playhouses
of London much as we rustle sweet wrappers nowadays. They
coughed, talked and moved around. They cheered, hissed and
applauded. Plays were noisy too: they might include gunfire,
thunder, fireworks, echoes, shouts, screams, horses neighing,
cockerels crowing and even lions roaring. Sound effects brought
a play to life, as they do in films today. It is hard to imagine Star
Wars without the humming of a lightsabre, or a car chase scene
without the screech of tyres.
Going to see a play in early modern London was an aural
event as much as a visual one: you would want to see impressive
costumes and cosmetics, but you would also want to hear
musicians playing in the gallery above the stage, or jump at the
sudden sound of canon fire, complete with a flash of smoke.
Sounds could set a scene. Trumpets, for instance, tell us that a
king or person of high status is entering, and drums might signal
an approaching army. In tragedies especially, sounds heard from
around the playhouse (and even under the stage) were one way
of unsettling an audience and making them uneasy.
Marlowe, Shakespeare and Webster were among the early
modern playwrights who mastered the use of such supernatural
sounds. These unnerving and unearthly sounds — often heard
from offstage, and often during a scene set at night — signal that
the play is caught in a moment of tension between reality and
magic, or between life and death.

Noisy devils and midnight bells
Since the medieval mystery plays, explosions of thunder and
lightning (made by setting off squibs, or small fireworks, in
the playhouse) had been associated with the entry of devils.
The noise of the fireworks would shock. Their smell and smoke
would linger in the playhouse like hellish sulphur in the air.
The devils of Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus (written between 1589
and 1592) enter with the usual bangs and flashes, and they play
noisy tricks. The scholar Faustus and the devil he has conjured,
Mephastophilis — both invisible — torment a group of friars
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/englishreview

when they ‘fling fireworks among them’ (7.98, stage direction
[sd]). It’s a darkly funny moment, but also a frightening one. The
explosives that typically accompany devils as background sound
effects now become weaponised as Mephastophilis hurls them
towards the terrified friars.
Throughout Doctor Faustus, Marlowe toys with this
boundary between laughter and fear. When, in Scene 5, a
figure enters ‘dressed like a woman, with fireworks’ (5.145,
sd) as Mephastophilis tempts Faustus with hellish pleasures,
the fireworks should serve to undercut the illusion: readers
know from the stage direction that she is really a devil, and,
by association with the fireworks, audience members should
be able to guess this too. Faustus even makes a joke about the
theatricality of this devilish illusion: ‘A plague on her for a hot
whore!’ (5.147) — hot is an insult about sexual desire but also
draws attention to the fireworks.

Demonic conjuring
Such explosive sound effects are part and parcel of demonic
conjuring. Mephastophilis warns about a conjuring device
drawn on the floor: ‘The framing of this circle on the ground /
Brings whirlwinds, tempests, thunder and lightning’ (5.158–59).
This is something that Rafe, Faustus’s servant and comic foil,
realises when he attempts to use his master’s conjuring book.
As he attempts to read some Latin, Mephastophilis creeps up
behind him and his companions and ‘sets squibs at their backs:
they run about’ (8.27, sd). Rafe is terrified, not only by the noise,
but by the possibility that he has performed magic. But if Rafe
can conjure a devil with his bad Latin, we are left to ask another
question: can anyone conjure a devil? Did Faustus really conjure
and control the devil, or did the devil turn up of his own accord?
For all their explosive power, fireworks are not the only
sounds we hear. Perhaps more chilling yet is the otherwise
ordinary tolling of a bell as the clock strikes. Time has stretched
out over the play: we have seen Faustus make a deal with the
devil that would give him power for 24 years. Now, in the final
scene, time seems to speed up, and the sound of the bell reminds
Faustus that his contract is running out. Even though the bell
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Babou Ceesay as Faustus (right) and
Simon Rivers as Mephastophilis

is said to mark the passage of an hour, in performance the bell
actually rings every few minutes, as ‘The clock strikes eleven’
(13.58, sd), strikes again (89, sd) and finally, ‘striketh twelve’
(107, sd). We wait in suspense, knowing each toll of the bell
brings Faustus closer to his death at midnight. Time cannot be
stopped; death inevitably approaches. Faustus acknowledges,
‘The stars move still; time runs; the clock will strike; / The devil
will come, and Faustus must be damned’ (13.69–70). At last, the
devils descend upon him with ‘Thunder and lightning’ (109, sd).
The sound of earthly time is replaced with thunder, an acoustic
symbol of foreboding and divine justice, as Faustus’s life is
brought to a hellish end.

Owls and echoes
In Webster’s The Duchess of Malfi, everyone is listening. Rumours
spread and secrets circulate. Sound is even used as a kind of
insult. At the court of Malfi, every sound is compared to its
most frightening or dangerous equivalent: a laugh is canon fire
(3.3.53), silence is witchlike (3.3.57). When the Duchess speaks
against her brother, Ferdinand, he replies by disparaging her
voice: ‘The howling of a wolf / Is music to thee, screech owl!’
(3.2.87). Aside from its obvious associations with darkness and
night-time, the shriek of an owl was also considered an omen of
death; the play’s first audiences would feel uneasy at its sound.
The plot turns on whispered words — but it also turns on
noises that are heard during the night. The comparison between
the Duchess’s voice and an owl’s cry is made literal when
Bosola, who has been hired to spy on the Duchess, claims to
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have heard a noise: the sound of the Duchess screaming with
the pain of childbirth. If Bosola has really heard such a sound,
then her secret marriage to Antonio will be exposed. Yet Bosola
immediately doubts what he has heard: perhaps it was ‘the
melancholy bird / Best friend of silence and of solitariness, / The
owl, that screamed so’ (2.3.7–9). Even Antonio, the Duchess’s
secret husband, does not seem to know what the sound is,
although, of course, he may be trying to hide his wife’s pregnancy
when he says it ‘may be ‘twas / But the rising of the wind’ (17–
18). This confusion creates a frightening acoustic world, where
sounds are heard from offstage but not quite understood by
Bosola or by an audience. In a play that explores the agency of
women and the restriction of their speech, the Duchess faces an
extreme form of silencing, as she must hide her screams even in
labour, in order to conceal her pregnancy from Ferdinand.

Natural or imagined?
The Duchess’s voice, owl-like or not, is silenced by her murder
at the hands of Ferdinand. Tellingly, she is strangled, her voice
literally cut short. Yet, in a haunting moment in Act 5, scene
3, the Duchess is heard again. Outside a ruined monastery,
Antonio and Delio hear an echo. Antonio insists ‘’Tis very like
my wife’s voice’ (26) and the Echo seems to answer, ‘I, wife’s
voice’ (26). The shared line of pentameter seems to act both as an
affirmation (Aye, wife’s voice) and a declaration of self (I, your
wife’s voice). The echo is then itself an echo of the Duchess’s
famous assertion of selfhood at the point of her execution, ‘I am
Duchess of Malfi still’ (4.2.137). Is the echo then a ghostly voice?
English Review April 2020

Is it simply the natural echo of Antonio’s voice bouncing off the
walls? Or is it just imagined?

Creating the echo
There are many ways to stage the ‘echo scene’, each one casting
doubt and offering different interpretations of the same sound:
in past productions, the voice of the echo has been provided
by the offstage voice of a prompter, by an actor offstage, or
by an actor who enters as a ghost and speaks onstage. An
entirely different effect again is offered by the possibility of
electronic sound. A Stage on Screen production at the Greenwich
Theatre in 2010 (directed by Elizabeth Freestone) used what
was recognisably the Duchess’s voice despite a subtle electronic
distortion, sounding from empty space high above the stage. The
Duchess was not onstage, and the production cut Antonio’s hint
that he has seen (or imagined himself to have seen) his wife: ‘on
the sudden a clear light / Presented me a face folded in sorrow’
(5.3.43–44).
This Antonio (played by Edmund Kingsley) shouted into the
empty air, changing the pitch and rhythm of his voice in order
to test this strange sound. In each instance, the echo mirrored
him perfectly. As with the sound of the owl that may or may not
have revealed the Duchess’s pregnancy, the echo of her voice
may reveal a ghostly life after death or may be a trick of the ‘dead
stones’ (5.3.36). Webster offers us no final answer as to whether
or not there is life after death and, when so much of the court of
Malfi is taken over by rumour and slander, we learn from these
sound effects not to believe all we hear.

‘The rest is silence’
When the ghost of Hamlet’s father walks through the castle of
Elsinore at night, as Shakespeare’s tragedy begins, he is frightened
away by the sound of a cock crowing. The sudden signal of dawn,
‘the trumpet to the morn’ (1.2.155), announces that the night is
over, and that the ghost can no longer wander freely. To have
such a fearful opening to Hamlet — the visitation of a dead king
— cut short by the sound of a bird might not be what we expect.
It suggests that only in the dark can ghosts and fears of purgatory
hold sway. The moment raises one of the play’s central questions:
is there such a thing as ghosts? The noise comes at dawn, at
the turning point of night and day. Sound marks the threshold
between the real and the supernatural world.
Later in the play, Hamlet’s last moments, hovering between
life and death, are caught between noise and silence. The
majority of sound effects in Hamlet are of trumpets, which
announce the royal entrances of the new king (and this in
itself is something to listen to, as Claudius is not the one who
should have inherited the throne). In its final act, however, the
trumpets shift to drums and gunshots. When he lies dying as the
result of his duel with Laertes, Hamlet asks Horatio to ‘tell my
story’ (5.2.356). Yet the final lines of the play are not dedicated
to the truth of what has happened — Horatio does not explain
why Hamlet has behaved as he has. Instead, Fortinbras — the
enemy of Denmark who can now take power with no one left
to stand in his way — enters the scene and asserts his authority.
With the command, ‘Go, bid the soldiers shoot’ (5.2.410),
the last line of the play, Fortinbras changes the soundscape.
The closing stage direction, which might have been a solemn
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/englishreview

funereal sound effect of gun shots (‘a peal of ordnance is shot
off ’, 411, sd), sounds more like a demonstration of military
power. Fortinbras makes a performance out of Hamlet’s death:
‘Let four captains / Bear Hamlet like a soldier to the stage’
(5.2.403–04). His body will be carried off, accompanied by
‘soldier’s music’ (406) — a cruel irony, given that Fortinbras has
not needed to fight for the Danish throne, but has simply taken
it from a court littered with already fallen bodies. Hamlet’s
final, bittersweet description of death, ‘The rest is silence’
(5.2.364), is proved false. Instead of Horatio telling Hamlet’s
story, now, according to Fortinbras’s orders, ‘the rite of war’
will ‘Speak loudly for him’ (5.2.406–07). History marches on,
with or without Hamlet, and the play ends with Denmark still
resounding with the noise of war.

Reading and listening
Confused and confusing sounds are heard at liminal moments,
or moments that take place at a threshold between life and death
(as the Ghost of Old Hamlet appears, as Faustus approaches
hell, as the Duchess of Malfi’s spirit appears to linger on as an
echo). These sound effects deliberately confuse and unsettle an
audience, making us unsure of what we are hearing. Across the
course of a play, there are many ways to use sound in order to
create a sense of uncertainty. A sound can be repeated, as a motif
triggering a faint memory of a past scene. A sound can interrupt
the action, bursting into the middle of a speech. The sound can
suddenly stop, and the audience must wait with bated breath
amid the silence. One of our tasks as readers of early modern
plays is to bring the plays to life in our own minds, with all their
noises. As audience members (whether of films, television, plays
or podcasts), we should listen out for sound effects too.

Glossary
foil A character that is intended to reflect the personality or
circumstances of another character (e.g. the uneducated, comic Rafe
shows us the educated, tragic Faustus more starkly by this contrast).
liminal Relating to the threshold between two different states, from
the Latin word limen or ‘doorway’.
soundscape The particular set of sounds that make up a place or
world (the sonic ‘landscape’).

References and further reading
Shakespeare’s Globe blog: www.tinyurl.com/ulf6zxs
Smith, B. R. (1999) The Acoustic World of Early Modern England:
Attending to the O-Factor, University of Chicago Press.
Smith, S. (2018) Musical Response in the Early Modern Playhouse,
1603–1625, Cambridge University Press.

Laura Jayne Wright’s doctoral thesis was on sound effects in
early modern drama. She teaches early modern literature and
Shakespeare at Brasenose College, Oxford.
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Exam links
AQA (A): Paper 2 Modern times
AQA (B): Paper 2 Texts in genres:
Elements of political and social protest writing
OCR: Paper 2 Comparative and contextual study for ‘Dystopia’
Edexcel: Paper 2 Prose: Science and society

Foiled
again
Moira and Janine in
The Handmaid’s Tale
Nicola Onyett compares two very different characters from Margaret Atwood’s dystopian classic,
who reveal much about the treatment of women in the Republic of Gilead and shed light on the
behaviour and attitudes of the text’s protagonist

T

he concept of binary opposites stems from the work
of the French structuralists Claude Lévi-Strauss (1908–
2009) and Roland Barthes (1915–80). Structuralism
can be defined as a search for underlying patterns of thought
via a comparison of related elements in any given system,
with one example being the way in which we construct the
meaning of a word by connecting it to its opposite. Words are
symbols that signify cultural concepts, and meanings emerge
from the ‘gap’ between two opposing ideas: to grasp a concept
like ‘masculinity’, for example, we refer to its binary opposite,
‘femininity’.
Through her characterisation of Moira and Janine in The
Handmaid’s Tale, Margaret Atwood invites her readers to consider
fundamental dystopian dichotomies, such as rebellion and
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submission, autonomy and slavery, heterodoxy and orthodoxy,
resistance and acceptance. To illustrate the gulf between ‘the
time before’ and the rule of the Gileadean theocracy, Atwood
links the political and cultural with the personal and individual
through these diametrically opposed characters.

The ‘resistance spectrum’
Foils are supporting characters who behave and think in ways that
shed light on the actions and ideas of a text’s main protagonist.
Savvy, street-smart and politically switched-on, Moira is many
readers’ true heroine. Her binary opposite is the most compliant
of all the Handmaids, loathed and pitied as a needy, grovelling
attention-seeker: ‘that whiny bitch Janine’. Moira and Janine
stand at opposite ends of a response continuum to the Gileadean
English Review April 2020

Her fault, her fault, her fault, we chant in unison.

regime that runs from overt rebellion through to total surrender,
with the narrator’s own position being rather more nuanced
and complicated. While initially Offred complies with her role
as a concubine, she later begins illicit affairs with both the
Commander and Nick, as well as a dangerous friendship with
the revolutionary Ofglen, before finally declaring herself willing
to betray all others in order to save herself. She is less easy to
pigeonhole than either Moira or Janine.
Moira’s alert hyper-competence underscores the protagonist’s
everyday ordinariness. Escaping the confines of the ‘talented
sidekick’ trope, Moira’s uniqueness bars her from dominating
the central narrative space. Instead it is Offred who sketches
out the parameters of a typical ‘handmaid’s tale’ as a relatable
‘Everywoman’. When Offred analyses her own storytelling
practice, she is dissatisfied with how things are going from a
narrative point of view; ‘I wish this story were different … I
wish it showed me in a better light, if not happier, then at least
more active, less hesitant, less distracted by trivia. I wish it had
more shape’ (p. 279, all page references to The Handmaid’s Tale
are to the 1996 Vintage edition). Yet despite its limitations and
inadequacies, storytelling is in itself an act of resistance: in
bearing witness through her metanarrative, Offred plays her
own small part in undermining the theocracy.

While the permanent whiff of risk and danger that clings to
Moira is intoxicating, Janine is loathed by the other Handmaids
because she reveals what they suppress about their situation —
their terror and powerlessness:

The ‘time before’ and the Red Centre

‘It’s probably more or less true’

Memories of her best friend Moira liberate the narrator
from Gilead’s numbing puritanism. Offred remembers their
college days with affection, thinking back to Moira’s ironic
‘underwhore’ party, when she sold overtly sexy lingerie, as well
as her serious academic research into ‘date rape’. Offred cracks
a bad joke about this, pointing out that ‘date rapé’ sounds like
a dessert (‘rapé’ literally means ‘grated’). Moira’s ‘ha ha’ in
response to this comment sounds forced: she understands the
connotations of a woman’s body being the sweet treat to be
consumed at the end of an evening. In Gilead, of course, Moira
refuses to become a Handmaid, engineering a Houdini-like
escape from the Red Centre by taking Aunt Elizabeth hostage
and using her security pass to waltz out right under the noses
of the guards.
The theft of Aunt Elizabeth’s uniform and badge is a symbolic
act of defiance — not a comedy stunt, but a performative
enactment of Moira’s refusal to be confined to a ‘loony bin’
dreamed up by the Gileadean regime (p. 83). After she is
captured and tortured by the secret police, Moira opts to work
at Jezebel’s, the Commanders’ elite secret brothel, rather than be
exiled to the Colonies, where undesirables clean up radioactive
spills and life expectancy is barely three years. Her story comes
full circle: where once she studied rape culture in theory, she
ends by experiencing it in practice.
In the ‘time before’, while Moira was a confident lesbian
academic dressed in purple dungarees and drinking beer, Janine
was an insecure sexually abused waitress wearing a cheap
uniform and serving coffee. Moira researched rape, but Janine
experienced it. At the Red Centre she testifies that she was gangraped at the age of 14 and then had an abortion, whereupon
the other trainees (encouraged by the aunts) blame Janine for
‘leading on’ the attackers and subject her to a vicious hazing
ritual:
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/englishreview

Who led them on? Aunt Helena beams, pleased with us.
She did, she did, she did.
Why did God allow such a terrible thing to happen?
Teach her a lesson, teach her a lesson, teach her a lesson.
(p. 82)

She looked disgusting: weak, squirmy, blotchy, pink like a
newborn mouse. None of us wanted to look like that, ever. For
a moment, even though we knew what was being done to her,
we despised her.
Crybaby. Crybaby. Crybaby.
We meant it, which is the bad part.
(p. 82)

As Margaret Atwood has made clear, ‘in The Handmaid’s Tale,
nothing happens that the human race has not already done at
some time in the past’, from the extortion of false confessions
of guilt from individual abused, coerced, intimidated and/or
mentally ill suspects to the notorious show trials of the Stalinist
Great Purge (Atwood, pp. 92–3). As Offred notes, ‘At Testifying,
it’s safer to make things up than to say you have nothing to
reveal. But since it’s Janine, it’s probably more or less true’
(p. 81).
Whether triggered by her memories of past sexual abuse
or by the psychological torture she endures at the Red Centre
(or by both), Janine’s mental health crisis is undoubtedly real.
Indeed her symptoms align with an episode of dissociative
fugue, a psychiatric condition often sparked by a period of
intense stress during which the sufferer seeks to establish an
alternative identity. Janine regresses to her former role as a
waitress, mechanically reciting her comforting mantras. ‘Hello,
she said, but not to me,’ Offred remembers. ‘My name’s Janine.
I’m your waitperson for this morning. Can I get you some coffee
to begin with?’ (p. 228). Significantly, it is Moira who responds
to the crisis:
Moira slapped her across the face, twice, back and forth. Get
back here, she said. Get right back here! You can’t stay there,
you aren’t there any more. That’s all gone.
Janine’s smile faltered … What did you hit me for? she said.
Wasn’t it good? I can bring you another. You didn’t have to hit
me.
(p. 228)

While she just manages to drag Janine back to their new shared
reality, demanding ‘Look at me. My name is Moira and this is
the Red Centre. Look at me’, Moira warns Offred that Janine’s
sanity cannot last. ‘She does that again and I’m not here, Moira
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said to me, you just have to slap her like that. You can’t let her go
slipping over the edge. That stuff is catching’ (p. 229).

Janine at the particicution
Janine’s triumph in giving birth to a surrogate baby for her
Commander and his Wife proves short-lived. Angela, ‘the
baby that passed through Janine on its way to somewhere
else’, is probably not even Commander Warren’s child: the
gossip is that Janine had slept with her doctor to get pregnant
(p. 226). Rather than being a healthy Keeper, Angela is born
with an unspecified abnormality and is rejected as an Unbaby or
Shredder. Significantly ‘Janine’ and the patronymic ‘Ofwarren’
are used interchangeably within the text, capturing the
character’s fractured sense of self. The chance to attack a ‘rapist’
at the particicution offers Janine a twisted form of retribution for
the abuse she has suffered.
The Handmaids are incited to extreme violence like the
avenging maenads in Euripides’ pre-Christian drama The
Bacchae. In this epic tragedy the maddened women, inspired
by the god Dionysus and led by the Queen Mother Agave, rip
King Pentheus apart and destroy the city of Thebes. In evoking
the horror of The Bacchae, Atwood suggests that any society
that endorses such grotesque violence is doomed. Janine’s
participation in the group violence triggers another regression
to her former life just as Moira predicted, as she defaults to her
waitress’s meet-and-greet routine:

There’s a smear of blood across her cheek, and more of it on the
white of her headdress. She’s smiling, a bright diminutive smile.
Her eyes have come loose.
‘Hi there,’ she says. ‘How are you doing?’ She’s holding
something, tightly, in her right hand. It’s a clump of blond hair.
She gives a small giggle.
‘Janine,’ I say. But she’s let go, totally now, she’s in free fall, she’s
in withdrawal.
‘You have a nice day,’ she says, and walks on past us, towards
the gate.
(p. 292)

Yet even at this stage, Offred feels no sympathy for her. ‘Easy out,
is what I think. I don’t even feel sorry for her, although I should.
I feel angry.’ (p. 293)

Moira at Jezebel’s
Moira’s escape story — as told to Offred at Jezebel’s — is
an embedded narrative: a story within a story that’s also an
elegy or requiem. This narrative of hairsbreadth escapes, nailbiting tension, extreme danger and exceptional bravery seems
to belong to an adventure yarn or action thriller. Yet Atwood
creates a sense of bathos and anticlimax when Moira, dressed as
a Playboy Bunny, seems to morph into another Janine. Bunnies
were cocktail waitresses who wore parodic versions of their
male clients’ formal business suits — a far
more degrading outfit than Janine’s workplace
uniform from ‘the time before’.
The feminist film critic Laura Mulvey
defines the ‘male gaze’ as the sexualised
depiction of women from a masculine,
heteronormative standpoint that privileges
the viewer’s pleasure. A linked idea is that of
scopophilia, the psychological pleasure that
comes from looking at someone (or something)
beautiful. Clearly the Commanders derive a
sexual frisson from looking at the Jezebels
dressed in their cartoonishly ‘sexy’ old-school
outfits — but as Offred notes, the classic
bunny costume:
doesn’t quite fit Moira, it’s too large, so that
one breast is plumped out and the other one
isn’t. She’s tugging absent-mindedly at the top,
pulling it up. There’s a wad of cotton attached
to the back … it looks like a sanitary pad that’s
been popped like a piece of popcorn. I realize
that it’s supposed to be a tail. Attached to her
head are two ears [one of which] has lost its
starch or wiring and is flopping halfway down.
She has a black bow tie around her neck and
is wearing black net stockings and black high
heels. She always hated high heels.
(p. 251)

Samira Wiley as Moira
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Yet even when apparently portrayed as a
degraded victim of the male gaze, in wearing
this absurd burlesque costume, Moira
English Review April 2020

‘simultaneously parodies the demeaning
nature of the female outfits in Hugh
Hefner’s former bunny clubs, while she
also stands for the irrepressible return of
everything the Republic has attempted
to obliterate,’ as Lorna Irvine notes
(Irvine in Nischik, p. 210). Moreover,
while Moira’s fate is tragic, it is a fate she
chooses. Her trademark wit endures to
the end as she claims to have found a
last-ditch freedom.
Paradoxically she’s now in ‘Butch
paradise’, since many of the straight
Jezebels have turned to lesbianism:
‘The Aunts figure we’re all damned
anyway,’ she wisecracks, ‘so it doesn’t
matter what sort of vice we get up to,
and the Commanders don’t give a piss
what we do in our off time. Anyway,
women on women sort of turns them
on’ (p. 262). Once again Moira calls out
the rank hypocrisy of the Gileadean high
command, who are privately thrilled by
what they publicly condemn. Offred (or
Atwood) ends her interpolated story
with a metafictional flourish, with
Moira herself described as an unfinished
narrative with an ending both unknown
and unknowable:

Madeline Brewer as Janine

Here is what I’d like to tell. I’d like to tell a story about how Moira
escaped, for good this time. Or if I couldn’t tell that, I’d like to
say she blew up Jezebel’s, with fifty Commanders inside it. I’d
like her to end with something daring and spectacular, some
outrage, something that would befit her. But, as far as I know
that didn’t happen. I don’t know how she ended, or even if she
did, because I never saw her again.
(p. 262)

In the end, the twin foils of Moira and Janine tell us much about
how Offred has to act for her own self-preservation. While
she becomes desensitised to Janine’s suffering and weakness,
she realises that she can rebel and achieve something positive
through her storytelling, even if her rebellion is more oblique
and secretive than Moira’s.

Practice exam question
‘Too weak to attract the reader’s sympathies, Janine is of little
significance in The Handmaid’s Tale.’
How far do you agree with this view?
Your response should include relevant detailed exploration of Atwood’s
authorial methods.
(25 marks, AQA B-style)

EnglishReviewExtras
Get guidance for your answer at
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/englishreviewextras
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Playing fast and
loose with words
Poets and poetic licence
Jenni Nuttall considers how the concept of poetic licence might
help you analyse poetry’s forms and meanings

In ‘To His Coy Mistress’, the speaker urges
his lady to ‘devour’ time rather than
‘languish in his slow-chapped power’

T

he phrase poetic licence describes language used
inaccurately, incorrectly or in some way that is at
odds with normal, everyday conventions. We say that
someone employs poetic licence when they exaggerate or
lie, or when they deploy words in a particularly strange
or unconventional manner. But where did that idea
of poetic licence come from and what does it have
to do with poets? Identifying and exploring a
poem’s verbal licences allows us to connect its
form and its meanings, guiding us to clues for
its interpretation. My examples are taken from
the pre-1900 section of the AQA Anthology of
Love Poetry through the Ages, but keeping an
eye out for poetic licences in whatever texts
you study can strengthen your analysis of
many different kinds of poems.

Origins

Exam links
AQA (A): Paper 1 Love through the ages
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The concept of poetic licence was
developed by early grammar teachers
and medieval university scholars who
taught their pupils Latin by reading Latin
poetry with them. As they explained
Latin’s systems of spelling and grammar
to their students, they knew that celebrated
poets like Virgil and Ovid broke many of
those linguistic rules and conventions. They
also had to deal with the fact that poetry
overturns basic assumptions of truthfulness and
representation. Classical poets, as early writers
of what we would now call fiction, made things
up which are patently untrue — stories of pagan
gods and monsters, journeys into the underworld and
English Review April 2020

humans transformed into animals. In order to defend these
poetic fictions from the accusation that they were just silly
lies, scholars argued that poetry had special permission to be
untruthful, peculiar and unusual.
Such licences explained and justified not only the events
described in these poems but also oddities in their language.
Poets often purposefully distort conventional language in some
way, both to create their rhythm and metre and to decorate
their verse with figures of thought, speech and diction. Figure
here means an artificially created pattern, like the patterns on
the ice which give figure skating its name. Poets are granted
licence to invent figures of thought such as metaphor (where we
understand that a word is not signifying its usual referent) or
irony (where we know that words really mean their opposite).
Poets also have licence to construct figures of speech, those
artificial patterns of word order that you would not find in
everyday talk. Finally, poets can employ figures of diction,
exploiting their freedom to invent new words, to preserve or
revive older words which have dropped out of contemporary
speech and to alter the spelling or pronunciation of a word.

New words
When you study poems that were written several centuries ago,
it can, admittedly, be difficult to tell which words in a text were
new at the point in time when the poem was written and which
were conspicuously old. Sometimes an edition’s notes can give
you information about a poet’s choice of words, but you might
have to look up words, for example using the Oxford English
Dictionary (OED). Coining a new word or compound might
suggest an author striving to break through cliché in order to
get us to think afresh about an idea. In Marvell’s ‘To His Coy
Mistress’, for example, the speaker urges his lady to ‘devour’
time rather than ‘languish in his [Time’s] slow-chapped power’
(lines 38–40). We might think slow-chapped comes from the verb
to chap meaning ‘to crack or fissure’, as in the phrase ‘chapped
lips’. Consulting the OED, however, we learn that slow-chapped
derives from the noun chap, meaning a jaw or jawbone and often
used to describe the jaws and beaks of animals and
birds. Marvell turns a noun into a rather strange
adjective meaning ‘relating to jaws’ and prefixes it
with another adjective, slow. Poetic licence means
we see this as a creative act rather than simply a
grammatical mistake.
Time’s slow-chapped power is thus its ability to
grind humanity down to nothing in its powerful
jaws. The OED gives this as the first instance of the
adjective chapped — it is a compound invented by
Marvell, based on a Latin phrase from Suetonius’s
Life of the Roman emperor Tiberius which described
the Roman people crushed by his tyrannical
behaviour as if by slow jaws. Time’s ‘winged chariot’
might be the poem’s most famous persuasive image,
but this second, more unusual personification sets
up the text’s most important question. Should the
speaker and his lady let time slowly grind them up
or should they, like ‘am’rous birds of prey’, attempt
to devour time? Which of these will win out: a
speedy attack just as a hawk rips into its prey or
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/englishreview

Time’s own methodically slow chewing? Marvell’s peculiar
coinage concentrates the attentive reader’s mind on these
beastlike actions.

Old words
As well as inventing words, poetic licence also allows poets
to keep using words that have long since died out in everyday
language. One of the youngest poems in the pre-1900 anthology,
Ernest Dowson’s ‘Non sum qualis…’ (first published in 1894)
contains words that seem very old-fashioned to a modern
ear. ‘Yesternight’ and ‘betwixt’ (l. 1) are both words the OED
labels as archaisms, not generally used in speech but artificially
preserved in poetry and in ritual language like prayers and
hymns. Dowson also employs archaic grammar: the speaker
hears the woman’s heart beat ‘upon mine heart’ and she lies
‘within mine arms’ (ll. 7–8), while he addresses his lost love
Cynara with the archaic pronouns ‘thee’ and ‘thine’ (ll. 6 etc,
21). The use of forms like thine and mine before words starting
with a vowel or with a letter h had died out in everyday English
by the end of the seventeenth century.
Why does this late Victorian poem contain such antiquated
words? These archaisms shape our perception of the speaker’s
night with a prostitute and perhaps reveal the voice’s own selfdelusion. The language seeks to persuade us that this encounter,
as well as his devotion to Cynara, is like a medieval romance,
perhaps even chivalric. Does this lyric thus try to evade its
own historical moment, being a self-protecting description of
events and desires which, we realise, could be critiqued in much
more cynical terms? Thomas Hardy makes comparable use of
archaism in his poem ‘At an Inn’. The poem has a number of
words that the OED labels as archaic or obsolete: ‘bespoke’
(l. 3), ‘quicks’ (l. 11), ‘port’ (l. 29) and the prepositions ‘unto’
(l. 23) and ‘ere’ (l. 39). They give an old-fashioned, courtly
colouring to a lyric that may have been inspired by a real-life
event of the 1890s. The speakers in these poems process their
emotions through the language and ideas of the past, describing
a love that is neither fully contemporary nor truly historical.

‘Non sum qualis…’ attempts to persuade
the reader that an encounter with a
prostitute is like a medieval romance
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Squashing and stretching
Some of the tiniest examples of poetic licence appear as poets
fit their words and phrases into the framework of their chosen
metre. A poet can signal that one syllable of a word should be
elided (i.e. skipped over) to fit it into the poem’s rhythm or,
conversely, can indicate that a syllable needs to be pronounced
where it usually might not be. Shakespeare’s Sonnet 116
describes Love in its fifth line as ‘an ever-fixed mark’. Fixed
can be said with one syllable or two in Shakespeare’s English,
depending on the metre: here it is pronounced with two
syllables, fix-ed, giving a sense of deliberate, methodical
placing in keeping with the poem’s opening sentiments about
unalterable love.
However, as the sonnet continues we encounter words that,
though they can be pronounced as two syllables, are reduced to
monosyllables for metrical reasons: the rhyme words ‘shaken’
(l. 6) and ‘taken’ (l. 8), as well as ‘wand’ring’ (l. 7) and ‘even’
(l. 10). The contractions of ‘worth’s’ and ‘Love’s’ (ll. 8, 9) and the
possessive case of ‘Time’s fool’ and ‘sickle’s compass’ (ll. 9, 10)
(rather than, for example, ‘the fool of time’ or ‘the compass of
his sickle’), also suggest that some things in this poem are being
altered in the face of time, even if the speaker claims that love
is never altered. A poem that starts with certainty, every syllable
carefully positioned, changes its tone. The speaker does not lose
his faith in love, but perhaps we feel that he is somewhat more
under pressure as time ticks on in a poem that can only ever be
14 lines long.
More squashing and stretching can be found in Marvell’s
‘To his Coy Mistress’. The imagined leisureliness of the lovers’
natural, slow-growing ‘vegetable love’ (l. 11) is spelled out by
the metre’s requirement that all four syllables of vegetable are
deliciously pronounced. Later in the poem, we have to race,
appropriately enough, through chariot and hurrying in ‘Time’s
winged chariot hurrying near’ (l. 22), squashing these threesyllable words into two syllables to fit the rhythm. These subtle
tensions between the words and the metrical timekeeping of
the poem are very appropriate for poems about love and time.

Refusing licences
Given how plentiful poets’ uses of poetic licences are, it can be
very striking when a poet avoids these opportunities. In her
sonnet ‘Remember’, Christina Rossetti snubs the verbal licences
open to her, neither coining new words nor exercising her
right to use older or obsolete words. Even the ritual, fossilised
archaic words associated with Christian worship and faith are
off limits in this lyric. The syntax of ‘Remember’ is also largely
the conventional, everyday order of words. Rossetti handles
the tricky rhyme-scheme of the sonnet without drawing on the

Questions
1 Research the two compound words in Thomas Hardy’s ‘At an Inn’,
love-light and pane-fly. Are these new coinages or old words? If they
are new words, why would Hardy invent them?
2 Reread Thomas Hardy’s poem ‘The Ruined Maid’. Why does Hardy
mark the pronunciations of some of the rhyme words, ‘prosperi-ty’,
‘compa-ny’ and ‘la-dy’, in this particular way?
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poetic licence to invert normal patterns or move words around in
a sentence. Such avoidance of poetic licence makes this poem’s
combination of form and tone unfamiliar and intriguing. On
the one hand, her choice of the sonnet form aligns ‘Remember’
with the well-established literary tradition of poems about love.
Yet on the other hand, the voice of the poem is unlike many of
the love lyrics written by male lovers to or about their lady.
There are, undoubtedly, rhythmic variations in the sonnet’s
iambic pentameter lines which accommodate the natural
rhythms of emphatic speech, but the syllable count of ‘Remember’
is highly regular with ten syllables per line and no stretching or
squashing of words. The poem does not have the contractions of
informal speech, suggesting that its speech is somewhat formal
and carefully thought out, but neither does it sound exactly
like Poetry with a capital P. The speaking voice created is thus
calm and considered, not pleading or persuading but rational
and at peace. Though the poem’s subject matter, the speaker’s
own death, might be highly emotive, the poem is steadfastly
controlled — there is no sense of the speaker’s emotions about
to break through this calm demeanour. Rossetti’s approach
thus contrasts with some of the songs in the anthology, such as
Lovelace’s ‘The Scrutiny’ or Burns’s ‘Ae Fond Kiss’, which elide
many of their words’ syllables in order to accommodate the
strong predictable rhythms of their metre. These poems sweep
us along with their beat, perhaps arguing their case more by
rhyme and rhythm than by reason and debate.

Artistic licence
Keep these poetic licences in mind as you close-read poetry.
Are there any words in your poem that you suspect might be
unusually old or startlingly new? Can you find out anything
about them?
Q Does researching these words lead you to any particular
insights about a poet’s meaning?
Q Does the poet encourage us to squash or stretch words for
metrical reasons?
As we have seen, such small adjustments may give clues
to the varying relationship between a poem’s words and its
metrical pace or pulse, and hence to changes in a poem’s tone.
Or perhaps there are few verbal licences in your poem, which, as
Rossetti’s ‘Remember’ shows, can represent a break with poetic
traditions. Poetic licences, which begin as a way to excuse poets’
rule-breaking behaviour, can be a very useful route into a poet’s
individual art.
Q

Practice exam question
Compare ideas about how the effects of time on love are presented in
two texts you have studied.
(25 marks, AQA A-style)

EnglishReviewExtras
Get guidance for your answer at
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/englishreviewextras

Jenni Nuttall is a lecturer in English at Exeter College, University
of Oxford, and a member of the ENGLISH REVIEW editorial board.
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writing skills
Jane Eyre challenges Rochester
about his attitudes to her when
he buys her silks and jewels.

‘Opening up’
open book questions
In the fourth of our series on writing and exam skills, Cathy O’Neill suggests
ways in which you can make the most of open book exams at A-level

T

he history of the open book exam for A-level English
literature has been a minefield since the 1970s, when it
was first introduced. Traditionalists argued then that open
book exams could not be an accurate test of knowledge, since
students could not be said to really know their set texts if they
had not committed them to memory. But educational thinking
has developed over the years, so if you are following AQA (A) or
(B), Edexcel or Eduqas syllabuses you are allowed to take your
books into at least some of your exams. Edexcel is currently the
only board that allows open book for all three papers, while
OCR is the only one that offers no open book papers.
This suggests that most examiners and teachers recognise
that there are benefits for students having the experience of
some exams where they can use books, and others where they
have learned quotations and rely solely on their memory when
in the exam hall. If you decide to study English at university,
you are assessed by a similar mixture of coursework essays and
dissertations and very few final closed text exams. It is worth
checking this carefully when you are doing your research into
courses as they differ enormously. Try comparing York and
Cambridge, for example.

www.hoddereducation.co.uk/englishreview

How to select key passages
So, assuming you are following a board that allows you to refer
to editions of your set texts free from annotations or additional
notes, what is the best approach when you are first studying these
texts? As you read an open book text at home or in the library
and discuss it in class, identify key passages as you go along
by marking them up in your copy. ‘How do I know what a key
passage is?’ you may ask. Let’s imagine you are studying Charlotte
Brontë’s Jane Eyre for AQA (A) Paper 1 Love through the ages.

Book closed, jot down which episodes stand out
Start by closing the novel and jotting down which episodes
stand out in your mind as important for exploring Brontë’s
presentation of love. Your initial list might read something like
this:
Q Jane saves Rochester from a fire in his bedroom. He calls her
‘his cherished preserver’.
Q Jane challenges Rochester about his attitudes to her when he
buys her silks and jewels.
Q Jane hears Rochester’s account of his life once Bertha
Mason’s existence is revealed, and decides to leave him.
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Jane refuses to marry St John Rivers as she doesn’t love him.
Jane returns to Rochester and finds him blinded. She
marries him.
Add the page numbers to your chosen episodes and put
sticky labelled notes in the places too, so you can find them
again later.

Q
Q

Book open, add episodes you missed out
Once you have done this, open up the novel and add in any
short episodes you can now find that you missed out, which
on reflection you think should be on your list. For example,
how about the scene in the garden at midsummer when Jane
believes that Rochester is going to marry Blanche Ingram? Then
share your key passages with your classmates and ask your
teacher to check them to see if they agree. You may then add to
your list or remove some of your initial episodes, but be ready
to defend your episodes as this is part of the way you decide on
your reading of the text.
One thing to be sure of establishing early on is which aspect
of the text you will be asked about. For this AQA paper, for
example, you are focusing on the presentation of love, so you
don’t need to include material from the early chapters of the
novel when Jane is a child, except perhaps in passing when
considering Bessie’s love for Jane, for example.
Select the nub of each passage (of about two or at most
three sides), not a whole chapter. If you are learning sections
of poetry, you may choose to mark part of your key poems
(for example, if you are studying Plath’s Ariel, you may select
the final stanza of ‘Words’ or the last four stanzas of ‘Nick and
the Candlestick’). The choice is yours but it is important to be
able to justify it. Remember selecting shorter episodes, scenes,
poems or sections from longer poems is more useful, as you
will be able to recall them more readily and use them in a more
versatile way in the exam.

Book open, plan an answer
Another way of finding out if you have made a good selection
is to try planning an answer to an essay question with the book
beside you. Which passages or scenes or poems are useful to
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you? Which scenes do you find yourself turning to repeatedly as
you plan more essays? If you do not yet have enough material
that would help you to answer the question, then go back to
your list and add some more, ensuring you have coverage of the
text. If, for example, you are studying The Handmaid’s Tale and
do not have any episodes from the last chapter of the novel,
then you will have to go back and find one, as this ambiguous
section is critical to a reading of the novel.

Know your episodes
By choosing about ten short episodes from each of your texts,
you will arm yourself for the exam. The examiners will expect
you to be able to show that you have studied the whole text, so
it is important that you do not narrow down your discussion
to a very few episodes. Become familiar with using some with
a light touch and others in more detail. By getting to know
the key episodes very well and becoming used to referring to
them and quoting from them, you will find the experience of
an open book reassuring. You can check the text for the finer
detail and to be sure you are quoting accurately, but you will
know your episodes well, like old friends.

How to revise
Unlike a closed book exam, you do not have to learn all
your quotations, but you will find that if you learn some key
quotations you will be able to write at greater speed, which in
an exam is all-important, as well as finding it easier to weave
them into the flow of your argument. Watching students in an
open book exam, those who are most at home with their texts
and the question are those who can write much of their essay
without looking at their open book, or only briefly to check a
quotation. The students who are most uncertain of how to deal
with the open book nature of the exam are those who turn to
their book immediately they see the question and waste time
rereading long sections of it.
So, paradoxically, an open book exam actually needs you to
not open the text much during the exam itself. The advantage
of having it on the table next to where you are writing is
partly psychological, as you know you can quote accurately
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and remind yourself of the precise wording of a quotation, so
you do not need to cram your head with quotations. Instead
you can focus on having a clear head for understanding the
question and arguing your position. You are also more able to
do perceptive close reading (if this is assessed) as, with the text
in front of you, you can comment on line breaks in verse, for
example, or the structure of a scene in a play or the position of
a chapter in a novel.

Practise new questions

Revision tips

If you are unsure about whether you are ready for the exam, try
planning a new question and notice how many times you have
to check your copy of the text. Over the months and weeks of
revision, try to reduce the number of times you have to check
the book to look at an episode. With repeated practice, your
planning grows more efficient and effective, with use of the text
being largely limited to checking details and accessing passages
for analysis when you are writing the main body of the essay
itself.

Here are a few tips to try out as you revise your set texts for an
open book exam.

Practise finding key episodes quickly

Practise with a clean copy
In the exam you will be working with a clean copy of the text.
So it is vital to practise planning and writing answers to essay
questions with a clean copy of the book, without all your notes
and labels. It makes it much harder to find the passages or
poems quickly, so you need to get used to finding where they
are without the usual prompts. Do not wait until your mock
exams to get used to this adjustment. In an ideal world you
will have the same edition of the text that you have been using
throughout your studies, but if not you need to know ahead of
time and practise with the new edition.

Work with a friend
With a friend, plan an essay together, discussing as you go
along which episodes would be best to help you answer the
question. In this way you will widen your range of possible
episodes, in consultation with your friend, and this will help
you to refine and perhaps rethink your original list.

Revision cards
Make clear revision cards that identify not just the episode (one
per card with quotations on the back) but also, with bullet
notes on the front, the points you could make with it, according
to the paper’s emphasis. The greater number of points you have
for each episode the better the episode, as this means that you
are free to use it in a flexible way, according to the question.
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With your clean text at the ready, invite a friend to name a
key theme or aspect of the set texts. Choose a meaningful one
that an examiner might ask about (use past papers and sample
papers to help). See how quickly you can identify three relevant
episodes for each key theme or aspect in the texts. Ask your
friend to time you. When you have finished, swap roles. The
activity will stimulate your competitive spirit, and soon you
will be finding key moments and quotations at speed. This is
important, as such speed means you waste less time flicking
through the book and spend more time using important
passages and quotations in the essay.

True friend or false friend
Approaching the text using these techniques should bring
you confidence to make the most of open book exams. But
remember: an open book can be a true friend or a false friend.
When you have revised thoroughly and know that text well,
it is a true friend, helping you to check accuracy and enabling
you to delve deeper into the details of the text. But it is a false
friend if it fools you into thinking you do not need to know
quotations or key passages, just because it will be there to
consult on the day of the exam. Enjoy the experience of open
book exams, but don’t assume they are an easy ride.
Cathy O’Neill teaches English at Oxford High School and is a
teacher consultant for ENGLISH REVIEW.
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Exam links
AQA (A): NEA recommended texts:
Northanger Abbey
OCR: Paper 2 Comparative and
contextual study reading for ‘The Gothic’

Monks
behaving
badly
Lilla Grindlay examines representations of the ‘othering’ of Catholicism in Gothic fiction

I

n 1796, a Gothic novel exploded onto the literary scene and
caused something of a sensation. Matthew Lewis’s The Monk
was too much for the delicate sensibilities of one reviewer,
who described it as featuring ‘Lust, murder, incest, and every
atrocity that can disgrace human nature’ (Botting, p. 20). Lewis’s
heady cocktail of transgressions may have been considered
extreme, but on one level it is wholly concurrent with one of
early Gothic fiction’s most fundamental tropes. The Monk swirls
with anti-Catholic sentiment.

The Reformation
Anti-Catholic strains in early Gothic literature find their roots
in England’s Reformation, a religious shift that occurred in
the sixteenth century. Before that, there was only one form of
Christianity: Catholicism. From the 1530s onwards, however,
new ways of religious thinking led, broadly speaking, to England
changing from a Catholic to a Protestant country. Protestantism
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became the religion of the state, while Catholicism was practised
in secret or at great social and financial cost. This state of affairs
persisted until the Roman Catholic Relief Act of 1829. There
are many complex points of difference between the rituals and
practices of Protestant and Catholic faiths but, with Matthew
Lewis’s Gothic novel in mind, I am going to focus on just one:
the existence of monks and nuns.
Before the Reformation, England’s landscape teemed with
monasteries, abbeys and convents — religious institutions that
were home to monks and nuns who had taken vows of chastity.
The Reformation changed all that. Protestantism did not exalt
the concept of making vows of chastity to God in the same way
as Catholicism. In 1536, Henry VIII, one of the biggest architects
of England’s Reformation, instigated The Dissolution of the
Monasteries, a set of laws by which the crown seized all the
land and wealth of monasteries, convents and abbeys, making
monks and nuns homeless. As a way of normalising this often
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violent state of affairs, Reformation propaganda argued that the
monks and nuns who inhabited these religious institutions were
immoral pariahs.
This belief system seeped into the literary imagination.
The cultural theorist Edward Said has used the term ‘other’ to
describe a way of labelling a minority group whose culture and
beliefs are deemed different to those of mainstream society.
‘The other’, or ‘othering’, is a term that has many applications
in literature, and is often used to refer to race, gender or class.
In this instance, it applies to religion. The Reformation led to a
presentation of Catholicism as an exotic, strange and degenerate
other to a Protestant norm. Webster’s creation of the Cardinal in
The Duchess of Malfi (1612), a pure distillation of evil, shows just
how quickly the othering of Catholicism took hold. By the time
of early Gothic literature (1764–1820), Protestant beliefs were
firmly entrenched in England. Monks and nuns were no longer
a social norm, and became strange, corrupt characters from
a Catholic past. Put simply, if you see a monk in early Gothic
literature, run a mile.

A safe read
So with this background in mind, let us return to The Monk.
The main villain of the piece is the monk Ambrosio, a Catholic
figure who has taken a vow of chastity. Ambrosio is abbot of a
monastery in Madrid, living in the late fifteenth century. The
monastery or convent in early Gothic literature will often be
set in a Mediterranean country, usually Italy or Spain, both of
which had remained Catholic after the Reformation. The Gothic
is frequently fascinated with the past, and if the setting is far
away as well as a long time ago, a comfortable sense of distance
is created between reader and text which allows for safety —
even superiority — amid the sensationalism. ‘Monk’ Lewis,
as he came to be known, may have penned a novel with an
outrageous, even scandalous plot, but he was in fact providing
a very safe read.
Ambrosio begins the novel in a position of power, revered
for his compelling sermons and ascetic lifestyle. As the novel
progresses he is lured from this holy life into more and more
unspeakable evil acts. It is hard to pinpoint an absolute low
point, but the rape of the virginal and morally pure Antonia has
to be a strong contender (spoiler alert: he later discovers she is
in fact his sister). Lewis lays on the lurid detail here with several
trowels:

insitutionalised holiness. The moral undercurrent here is that
the vows of chastity made by monks and nuns on taking holy
orders, never to have sex, are themselves transgressive. Because
men and women are forced to repress their natural sexual desires
they will inevitably surface in terrible ways.

The reader as voyeur
The extract above is characteristic of Lewis’s style, a window
into a novel that places the reader as gleeful voyeur to a world
awash with sexual depravity. The novel’s subplot is equally
sensationalist. This is the story of Agnes, forced by her family to
become a nun in the nearby Convent of St Clare. Pregnant with
her lover Raymond’s child, she plans to escape but is discovered.
The prioress, Ambrosio’s female counterpart in evil, administers
a punishment of a terrifying living death that associates the
Catholic faith with entrapment and suffering: Agnes is thrown
in chains into a dungeon in the convent. It is here that Agnes
gives birth to a baby who dies within hours, before she is
eventually rescued in a truly pitiful state:
A Creature stretched upon a bed of straw, so wretched, so
emaciated, so pale, that He doubted to think her Woman. She
was half-naked: Her long dishevelled hair fell in disorder over her
face, and almost entirely concealed it. One wasted Arm hung
listlessly upon a tattered rug which covered her convulsed and
shivering limbs: The Other was wrapped round a small bundle,
and held it closely to her bosom.
(p. 369)

The Ravisher threw himself by her side: He clasped her to his
bosom almost lifeless with terror, and faint with struggling. He
stifled her cries with kisses, treated her with the rudeness of an
unprincipled Barbarian, proceeded from freedom to freedom,
and in the violence of his lustful delirium, wounded and bruised
her tender limbs.
(p. 383)

In the presence of a female trembling victim so passive she
is ‘almost lifeless with terror’, Ambrosio’s attack becomes
increasingly brutal. Lewis represents his Catholic villain using
sustained imagery of otherness: his name disappears from the
narrative as his degenerate behaviour reaches a crescendo —
he is the ‘Ravisher’, and ‘an unprincipled Barbarian’, a title that
highlights the savagery lurking beneath the Catholic veil of
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/englishreview
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Perhaps the novel’s most powerful anti-Catholic symbol is
that of Agnes’s dead baby, ‘the small bundle’ that she holds
to her breast in a pathetic maternal gesture. Here is a woman,
dehumanised as a ‘Creature’, who has been forced into a life
that denies her natural maternal instincts. The crude moral
message is that a Catholic life of chastity leads to a repression
of all that is natural. As with the rape scene, Lewis zooms in on
the sensationalist details of Agnes’s appearance in cinematic
fashion: we are again voyeurs to the strangely unseemly imagery
of her ‘dishevelled hair’ and ‘half-naked’ frame. The subtext for
the early Gothic reader is that such barbaric activities would of
course never occur in Protestant, civilised England. As George
Haggerty argues, reviewers may have criticised Lewis’s excesses,
but ‘they never suggested that his portrayal of Catholic monastic
life was inappropriate’ (Haggerty, p. 65).

Cartoonishly absurd
The Monk presents Catholicism as its Gothic monster, unleashing
a torrent of evil monks in early Gothic fiction, most notably the
evil Schedoni in Anne Radcliffe’s The Italian. The Protestant
clergyman Charles Maturin also wrote a number of Gothic
novels populated with villainous monks. A particularly lurid
scene in the 1820 Gothic extravaganza Melmoth the Wanderer
is relayed by the Spaniard Alonzo Monçada, who ticks the two
vital Catholicism-as-the-other boxes of a long time ago and far
away. His tale mirrors that of Agnes in The Monk as, confined by
his family in a cruel monastery, he is punished for attempting
to escape, bound and dragged by monks to a subterranean
dungeon:

The bell was rung, — that terrible bell, that requires every
member of a convent to plunge into his cell, as something
extraordinary is going on in the house. At the first toll I lost all
hope. …They hurried me down the steps to this door, which was
considerably below the level of the passage. It was a long time
before they could open it; many keys were tried.
(p. 143)

The monks who bundle Alonzo to his doom are terrifyingly
silent, and there is an eerie sense that such acts of appalling
brutality are commonplace. Certainly, the other inhabitants
of the monastery know that the moment the bell rings, they
are to stay out of sight. Maturin’s use of the word ‘cell’ is highly
significant. In monastic terms, it means the monk or nun’s
room, but it conceptually links a voluntary cloistered existence
with entrapment. As the monks try several keys before they are
able to open the door to Alonzo’s dungeon, the narrator’s terror
increases. The reader may have a very different reaction. On
one level, the multiple keys imply similar brutal treatment in
multiple dungeons, but it is hard not to find the image of the
silent monks fumbling to find the right key cartoonishly absurd.

Austen’s Gothic parody
The excesses of both The Monk and Melmoth reveal that Catholic
tropes in early Gothic literature are founded on an implied
contract between reader and text. We can enjoy our feelings
of horror and repugnance, while keeping them contained
within the covers of a novel. Excess and even comic absurdity
further the sense of distance between reader and a text set
in a long ago and far away Catholic world. First published

Catholic tropes in early Gothic
literature are founded on an implied
contract between reader and text
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in Jane Austen’s Northanger Abbey is a subtle evocation of the
dangers of breaking this contract, and the anti-Catholicism of
the early Gothic is integral to this. Austen’s heroine, Catherine
Morland, is a voracious reader of Gothic novels, and when she
visits Northanger Abbey, the home of the novel’s hero, Henry
Tilney, she enters a setting that has been overtly influenced by
England’s Catholic past.
The Abbey itself, Austen’s narrator informs us, was ‘a richlyendowed convent at the time of the Reformation’, but after its
dissolution it has become a rather grand home. Catherine’s
Gothic-fuelled imagination conjures up stereotypical settings
and stories of a ‘ruined chapel’, and ‘some awful memorials of
an injured and ill-fated nun’ (p. 90). Although the ‘profusion
and elegance of modern taste’ (p. 103) of Northanger initially
disappoints, Catherine soon invents the Gothic story that
Henry’s austere father, General Tilney, is not a widower, but
has instead locked his wife away. The Catholic topography of
the Abbey provides a huge impetus for this outrageous fantasy:
It suddenly struck her as not unlikely that she might that morning
have passed near the very spot of this unfortunate woman’s
confinement — might have been within a few paces of the cell
in which she languished out her days; for what part of the abbey
could be more fitted for the purpose than that which yet bore
the traces of monastic division?
(p. 122)

As in Melmoth, the word ‘cell’ is highly significant. Catherine’s
feverish imagination of the ‘range of cells’ places a trapped
victim in the lurid setting of a cruel convent. That such a
topography would be ‘fit for purpose’ is Austen’s irony at its
best: it is indeed ‘fit for purpose’, not for the incarceration of an
innocent woman, but for Catherine’s outrageous Gothic fantasy.
With characteristic savage delicacy, Austen thus brings her
heroine’s follies to the reader’s notice. Sensationalist imaginings
that associate barbaric cruelty with ‘monastic division’ are
underpinned by the early Gothic’s anti-Catholic strains. It

Glossary
Reformation A religious movement in sixteenth-century Europe that
challenged the Roman Catholic Church and established Protestantism
as the religion of the state in many countries, including England.

is Henry himself who gives Catherine a cold hard dose of
reality, chiding her for forgetting that Gothic excesses should
be appreciated at a distance: ‘Remember the country and the
age in which we live. Remember that we are English, that we are
Christians’ (p. 128). The adjective ‘Protestant’ is unspoken here.

Back in its box
Catherine Morland’s mistake in Northanger Abbey is to blur fiction
with reality, forgetting that the darkness of the Gothic should be
put back in the box when you close the pages of a novel. The
strange lure of a Catholic landscape and Catholic past is integral
to this, enriching a sense of titillation mixed with emotional
disengagement. But what of today’s reader who approaches the
texts from a more tolerant, often secular context of reception?
On one level, a knowledge of the anti-Catholic ideologies
underpinning so much early Gothic literature provides us with
fascinating historical contextual information. The early Gothic
reader is almost programmed to find monasteries and convents
exotic, strange and cruel thanks to a weight of religious history
conflict and ideology.
There is something else happening here. Reformation
historians rightly argue that England’s shift from Catholic to
Protestant was in fact incomplete. In literary terms, however, the
Catholic–Protestant binary created by Reformation propaganda
acted as a powerful creative spark, and made for some terrific,
entertaining reading. But it is also the embodiment of prejudices
that have existed through time, recurring throughout history in
many different guises. The Catholicism-as-the-other motif can
be seen as a disturbing example of the human race’s need to feel
superior, to find a scapegoat.
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texts in context

The Importance
of Being Earnest
by Oscar Wilde
The Importance of Being Earnest was first performed at
St James’s Theatre in London in February 1895, and is
Wilde’s final and most enduringly popular play.

Introduction to the text
The Importance of Being Earnest is a three-act play
(shortened from four acts by Wilde on the advice of
his producer) set in Algernon Moncrieff’s London flat
(Act 1) and his friend Jack Worthing’s Hertfordshire
manor house (Acts 2 and 3). The plot features
forbidden romance, double lives, disguise, deception
and, after several twists and turns, ends with the
marriages of Jack to Gwendolen and Algernon to
Cecily — unions that are ultimately approved by
Algernon’s fearsome and outspoken aunt, Lady
Bracknell. The plot and characters are, however, less
significant than the witty dialogue in which sparkling
repartee, epigrams, puns and wordplay feature
throughout the play.

Social and historical context
The end of the nineteenth century is seen as a time of
conflicting cultural and societal attitudes. London was
the heart of the British Empire, symbolising the wealth
and success achieved during the reign of Queen
Victoria. Nevertheless, Victorianism was for many
people becoming outdated as they looked to the new
century and embraced artistic and cultural movements
that marked the beginnings of modernism.
In The Importance of Being Earnest we can see
the paradoxes and uncertainties of the fin de siècle
reflected in the characters’ superficially ironic
attitudes and subversive witticisms, such as this from
Algernon in Act 1: ‘Really, if the lower orders don’t set
us a good example, what on earth is the use of them?
They seem, as a class, to have absolutely no sense of
moral responsibility’, and Gwendolen’s complaint that
‘Few parents nowadays pay any regard to what their
children say to them. The old-fashioned respect for the
young is fast dying out’ (Act 1).
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Aestheticism and subversion
Wilde was a follower of the principles of the Aesthetic Movement,
which elevated art and looked to celebrate it for its own sake rather
than for any moral value it might possess (as summed up by the
phrase ‘art for art’s sake’). He subtitled the play ‘A trivial comedy
for serious people’, encapsulating the aesthetic ideal of the play
as something insubstantial and insignificant. However, in typically
paradoxical fashion, the play clearly explores aspects of life that are
far from trivial, such as gender roles, marriage, the role of the Church,
and social class, and could be read as challenging stereotypically
Victorian attitudes.

Although ingénues (in drama, female characters who are typically
young and innocent), Gwendolen and Cecily are more than equal in
eloquence, witticisms and quick thinking to the male characters in
the play. Gwendolen confidently states ‘I am never wrong’ (Act 1)
and behaves accordingly. Lady Bracknell, the ‘majestic’ and terrifying
enforcer of upper-class Victorian values, is continually satirised and
undermined by Wilde, with utterances such as ‘I do not approve of
anything that tampers with natural ignorance. Fortunately in England,
at any rate, education produces no effect whatsoever’ (Act 1).

Biographical context
Most students of Wilde are quick to connect his writing with his
colourful and fascinating life, particularly his flamboyant public persona
and homosexual relationships. Many also know that in the same year
that The Importance of Being Earnest was first performed, Wilde was
put on trial, convicted of ‘committing indecent acts’ and sentenced to
two years’ imprisonment and hard labour. Because of this, Algernon’s
double life as a ‘Bunburyist’ has often been interpreted as referring
to concealed homosexuality (‘A man who marries without knowing
Bunbury has a very tedious time of it’ — Algernon, Act 1).
However, ‘Bunbury’ could equally represent any form of deception
necessary to maintain a good reputation in the face of intractable

Victorian moral values. Another, perhaps more significant, aspect
of Wilde’s biographical context is the fact that he was Irish by birth,
meaning that he was always something of an outsider in English
society, despite losing his Irish accent while a student at Oxford.
(According to his biographer Richard Ellmann (1988), this was
deliberate: ‘My Irish accent was one of the many things I forgot
at Oxford’, p. 37.) The paradoxes and conflicting depictions of the
very English characters in the play demonstrate Wilde’s ability to
comment on Victorian society both from within and from an outsider’s
perspective.

Literary context
When writing The Importance of Being Earnest, Wilde drew upon a
number of dramatic and comic traditions. The ‘comedy of manners’
made popular in the Restoration exposes and satirises the behaviour
of different social classes, although in The Importance of Being Earnest
Wilde focuses mainly on the upper classes — for example, the savagely
polite conversation between Gwendolen and Cecily, who believe they
are engaged to the same man, over afternoon tea in Act 2.
The play also includes several moments of farce (exaggerated
or absurd events), such as the story of baby Jack’s discovery in a
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sorted out in time for a happy ending.
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Narrative voice in

The Reluctant
Fundamentalist
Helen Barr analyses the narrating voice of The Reluctant Fundamentalist,
finding poetry, politeness and more than a hint of menace

T

errorist or victim, tourist or assassin, poet or liar?
The Reluctant Fundamentalist poses but does not answer
these questions. The identities of the narrator and the
anonymous American meeting in a café in Lahore remain
unclear. We never encounter the American or any other character
except through the voice of Changez. His is the only direct voice
we hear. It is a narrative strategy fundamental to the issues that
the novel explores. Listening to language and voice is crucial for
the work’s interpretation.

The role of Urdu
Although he speaks in English, Changez’s native tongue is
Urdu. After partition from India in 1947, Urdu became the

national language of Pakistan. Urdu has a long tradition of
association with sweetness. One of the songs in Mani Ratnam’s
film Dil Se (1998) translates as ‘My beloved is like a fragrance,
a person whose language is like Urdu’. Urdu’s reputation for
sweetness is crucial to the characterisation of Pakistanis in
Mohsin Hamid’s novel. The American seems afraid of the
waiter at the café. Changez reassures him that, though he
seems intimidating, ‘you would have been surprised by the
sweetness of his speech, if only you understood Urdu’ (p. 6, all
page references are to the 2007 edition published by Hamish
Hamilton). When Changez writes his own name and Erica’s
in Urdu, soon after they meet in Greece, she comments, ‘It’s
beautiful’ (p. 28).

Exam links
OCR: Paper 2 Comparative and
contextual study reading for
‘The immigrant experience’
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Politeness and respect
Urdu is also a language of politeness and respect: ‘If English had
a respectful form of the word you — as we do in Urdu — I would
have used it to address them [the children of the New Jersey
cable workers soon to be made redundant] without the slightest
hesitation’ (p. 98). Politeness is an integral part of Urdu’s
grammatical structure. Changez plays on ‘you’ as American
and ‘we’ as Pakistanis to make the point that American English
lacks respect.
When Changez and his co-worker Wainwright visit the
Pak-Punjab Deli in New York, the owner spreads his arms
in welcome. Changez greets him with ‘Jenaab’, an Urdu title
of respect, and bows his head. Continuing to speak in Urdu,
Changez tells the owner that he has no cash for food. The owner
tells him he can pay later because he does not accept ‘American
Express’. This is a symbolic moment. Mutual generosity in Urdu
is contrasted with the fast, brash luxury of a smart expenses
account (p. 28).

American courseness
It is almost impossible to abuse another person in Urdu. At
his first meeting with Erica’s father, Changez has to endure
condescending and aggressive jibes about the state of
contemporary Pakistan: failing economy, corruption, serious
problems with fundamentalism, and an elite that ‘has raped
that place…right?’ (p. 55). The father’s provocative tag questions
and the polemical word ‘rape’ make Changez furious. But,
out of politeness, he replies, ‘Yes, there are challenges, sir, but
my family is there, and I can assure you that it is not as bad
as that’ (p. 55). Changez addresses the father respectfully as
‘sir’. He appears to agree with his view (‘yes’). The clause about
his family seems to be a declarative factual statement but it
contains quiet adversarial implications: because his family is
there (contrast ‘that place’), Changez knows the situation in
Pakistan. The father does not. Nothing disrespectful, however,
appears to have been said.
The novel sustains this contrast between Urdu sweet politeness
and American coarseness. Jim, Changez’s boss, speaks crudely:
‘hyped-up bullshit’ (p. 14), ‘I don’t give a shit’ (p. 136) and ‘You
really screwed us, kid’ (p. 159). When strangers accost Changez
in the car park in New Jersey, the first man makes
a series of ‘unintelligible noises: akhala-malakhala
or perhaps khalapal-khalapala’. He calls Changez
‘Fucking Arab’ (p. 117). The unintelligible
noises are the stranger’s way of mocking what
he perceives to be Changez’s native tongue. They
are gibberish — threatening, racist taunts. The
abusive adjective ‘fucking’ is compounded by
calling Changez an Arab. It is ignorant because
the language of Urdu is not Arabic. It originated
in Persia.

(1911–84) is one of the most celebrated Pakistani writers in
the Urdu language. Ghalib (1797–1869), a prominent Urdu
and Persian poet during the last years of the Mughal Empire, is
famous for writing ghazals: technically exquisite odes about the
beauty and pain of love. In Chile, Changez tells Juan-Bautista
that his father’s uncle was a poet and well known in the Punjab.
Poetry thus runs in Changez’s blood, perhaps explaining
why his narration sings with poetic idioms. He uses archaisms:
‘Troubadour’ (p. 18), ‘Garments’ (p. 86), ‘clad in my armor’
(p. 95), ‘a knight — donning his gloves’ (p. 96), ‘enamoured’
(p. 93), ‘charioteer’ (p. 157). There’s lyrical figurative diction:
‘the waves were whispering as they came in’ (p. 43), ‘strands
of threaded jasmine piled high in my arms’ (p. 78), ‘like the
shadows of clouds gliding across the surface of a lake’ (p. 86).
Changez’s appreciation of the former glories of Valparaiso is
couched in the diction of an ancient Urdu proverb, ‘the ruins
proclaim the building was beautiful’ (p. 144).

Manners and menace
That’s only half the story, however. Normally, Changez avoids
the brusque, casual speech of the Americans he quotes, for
example Erica’s ‘bunch of things’ (p. 59). Changez’s elaborate
sentence structure may be a prose imitation of the ghazal. It
contrasts starkly to American clipped ungrammatical sentences
which are direct, not polite and lacking a main verb. Linguistic
shortcuts extend to American names: Jim, Chuck, Chris, Mike.
‘Monosyllabically monikered,’ comments Changez (p. 18).
His own polysyllabic register is formal but its tone can
be snide. Moreover, while he deplores the arrogance of his
Princeton classmates towards Greeks twice their age (p. 21),
once he is employed in lucrative work for Underwood Samson,
Changez learns ‘to tell executives my father’s age, “I need it
now”’ (p. 65). If Changez can employ the linguistic behaviour
he criticises, is language behaviour a national characteristic, or
can it be learned and performed?
Consider also Changez’s references to popular culture in his
own voice. He answers Wainwright’s reference to Top Gun with
his own quotation from the film (p. 35). He compares his exploits
to Grease, and James Bond (pp. 64–5). His knowledge of popular
culture is mockingly condescending: he translates his ghazal love

The poetry of Urdu
Urdu is the language of poetry. Wainwright likes
to quote lines from popular cinema — ‘Beware
the dark side young Skywalker’ — which reminds
Changez that his mother liked to recite the
Urdu poems of ‘Faiz and Ghalib’ (p. 38). Faiz
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Even good manners
can be menacing…
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Questions
1 Analyse the relationships between the different voices in Chapter
4, from p. 53 to the end of the first paragraph on p. 54. Compare
this passage with Chapter 10, pp. 152–54. What kinds of actions are
suggested by these speeches?
2 In French, Changez means ‘You change’, which is an imperative. In
Urdu, Changez sounds like Ghengis. Genghis Khan was a Mongolian
emperor whose empire stretched from the Black Sea to the Pacific
Ocean (1162–1227). His regime was reputedly tyrannical. Using
similar thinking, explore how the choice of other names in the novel
— such as Chris, Erica, Underwood Samson, Juan Bautista and
Princeton — might suggest that the narrator may not be telling the
‘truth’. (For an example of the ghazal form, see ‘Contemporary poets’
on p. 42.)

for Erica into celebrity icons that Americans can understand. His
knowledge of thrillers and musicals impersonates the shallowness
of popular culture. After all, unlike Chris, he does not spend
his time with graphic novels and Tintin: he is aware of Sufi
philosophy, Camus’s L’Étranger and The Great Gatsby.
Even good manners, though, can be menacing if we read
Changez’s voice carefully enough. ‘Excuse me sir, but may I be
of assistance?’ (p. 1). Changez’s very first words contain a title of
respect, and he offers help delicately and indirectly through the
modal verb ‘may’. Courteous though this may seem, it is both
an intrusion and a power move. Were the American to refuse
help, he would be acting rudely. Changez uses the same tactics
repeatedly. In praising the rich depth of tea, long-steeped in the
traditions of Lahore, Changez asks, ‘It is excellent, no? …Allow
me to pour you another cup’ (p. 15). What a charming host —
his syntax mimics the practice in Urdu of placing ‘no’ at the end
of a sentence to show respect. Listen carefully, however, and you
hear it as a tag question that boxes the American in: how can
he disagree without abusing Changez’s generous hospitality?
‘Allow’ seems like Changez asks permission. Actually, it is a
command. He pours the tea: is it spiked? Polite hospitality has
the American trapped. Pakistani respect might be deadly.

Safety and danger
Changez often shows solicitous concerns for his companion’s
wellbeing: ‘But why do you flinch? Ah yes the bats; they are
circling rather low. They will not touch us; allow me to reassure
you on that score’ (p. 75). Apparently comforting, Changez
asks a question that positions his companion as fearful, as
does his choice of diction. ‘Circling’ suggests the actions of
aircraft, and the adverb ‘rather’ suggests lower than might be
expected (perhaps reminding the American of the 2001 attack
on the World Trade Center?). Changez’s reassurance that the
bats will not touch them is a counter-factual statement. It plants
the suggestion that they might. Only Changez’s superior local
knowledge marks the separation between safety and danger.
Given the American speaks only through the script that Changez
provides him, we remain unsure of whether the bats are just
bats going about their evening swooping or a poetic symbol of
impending catastrophe.
Changez’s voice is stuffed full of the words ‘may’, ‘if ’,
‘perhaps’ and ‘possibly’. Anything may happen, and that’s the
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crux of the novel. Modal verbs, conditionals and adverbs that
suggest different possibilities are the grammar of respectful
intimidation. Readers do not know. Although he seems to be
putting his foreign companion at ease with his native knowledge,
Changez’s explanations for what the American experiences pitch
harmlessness against harm. The American is startled by a sound.
Changez assures him it was not a pistol but the misfiring
exhaust of a passing rickshaw (p. 136). And crucially, despite
being in control through his privileged narrative voice, Changez
appears unsure of what he sees before him.
Whether the bulge in the American’s suit is a gun or a travel
wallet (p. 139) remains a persistent uncertainty, right up to
the novel’s last words. The American reaches into his jacket.
Changez detects a glint of metal and remarks, ‘given that you
and I are now bound by a certain shared intimacy, I trust it is
from the holder of your business cards’ (p. 184). Gun or symbol
of globalised wealth? Both might be deadly, especially if you
don’t know the circumstances.

Poet and/or liar
We never know the outcome of the meeting because the narrator
withholds the facts. Changez may be a beautiful storyteller from
a family of Urdu poets, but can we really trust what he tells us?
The stark polarisation between Urdu-inflected narration and the
coarseness of American English may not be ‘true’ but caricature.
The Princetonians in Greece engage in impersonations of
each other: some are ‘spot on’, some are ‘exaggerated’ (pp.
28–9). Changez’s own narration may similarly be a kind of
‘exaggeration’ (p. 69). Over and over, the truth of what he
narrates is open to question. Compare these two statements
which might raise our suspicions, ‘I see from your expression
that you do not believe me. No matter, I am confident of my
own words’ (p. 181), and Changez’s earlier admission that he
was unable to ‘trust my own voice’ (p. 89).
Such unstable, unverifiable narration recreates the uncertainty
of international relations that are arguably even more precarious
than when Hamid finished his novel in 2007. The handling
of voice in the novel is not only a method of individual
characterisation. It dramatises the much more fundamental
issue of whom and what we can trust. In our current climate
of fake news, spin and political factions, the symbolic moment
when Changez is unable to find Erica’s voice in the novel she has
written that he reads only after her death, speaks international
volumes (p. 166). There is mutual misrecognition between
a woman and a man, an American and a Pakistani. Voice
and communication sink without trace. Whether Changez’s
narration ends with a blank or with a parting shot, we can’t tell.

References and further reading
Shlezinger, K. (2010) Mohsin Hamid’s The Reluctant Fundamentalist,
Insight Publications.
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insights

Chekhov’s gun
Nicola Onyett considers the various guises that Chekhov’s gun can take

A

nton Chekhov’s famous advice about narrative cohesion
can be summed up thus: ‘Don’t put a loaded rifle onstage
if no one’s going to fire it.’ Chekhov felt that writers should
keep faith with their readers and audiences and not create
narrative expectations that peter out into nothing. According
to Chekhov, a narrative cannot betray its own internal logic.
Hence ‘Chekhov’s gun’ is metaphorical shorthand for the
theory that a narrative climax should feel inevitable, not
randomly fluky, ludicrously unlikely or lazily convenient.

Objects and special skills
A Chekhovian gun can be an object inserted into a narrative
in a manner that signals ‘hey look at this, it’s dramatically
significant’ and foreshadows just such a revelation. In the early
Harry Potter novels, for example, such stress is laid upon the
hero’s neglected orphaned status that the surprise arrival of
a Christmas or birthday present means much more than it
would for another child. Harry’s past lack of gifts imbues the
arrival of an invisibility cloak or a top-of-the-range broomstick
with a highly charged significance. There is no way that these
enchanted artefacts will end up unused.
Information about an unusual talent or skill can also be a
Chekhovian gun. To use another Harry Potter example, the
hero’s ability to speak Parseltongue (the language of serpents) is
seeded into Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone during a visit
to the zoo to celebrate his Muggle cousin Dudley’s birthday —
an event that precedes the revelation of Harry’s wizard heritage.
His extraordinary talent is then left on the narrative backburner until his confrontation with the basilisk in Harry Potter
and the Chamber of Secrets: a classic Chekhovian gun loaded and
ready to fire when necessary.

Guns and red herrings
Chekhovian guns can also be significant narrative moments.
Famously, in Jane Austen’s Emma (1816), Mr Knightley’s
suspicions are aroused when Frank Churchill’s choice of the
word ‘blunder’ causes Jane Fairfax to blush during an evening
party game. This episode privileges the hero’s viewpoint rather
than that of Emma herself: ‘Disingenuousness and double
dealing seemed to meet him at every turn. These letters were
but the vehicle for gallantry and trick’ (Emma, Ch. 41). Using
the uncomfortably jealous Mr Knightley here as the narrative
centre of consciousness enables Austen to set up two significant
plot revelations: the existence of a secret engagement between
Frank and Jane, and Mr Knightley’s own hidden love for Emma.
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/englishreview

The red herring, a staple of crime fiction, may at first seem
to conflict with the Chekhov’s gun theory in being a narrative
component that looks significant, but turns out not to be.
In fact, however, these are crucial elements artfully spliced
into crime stories to mislead the attentive armchair detective,
not useless fillers that should have been edited out. The
Chekhovian principle still applies, as all red herrings should
make sense within the world of the story. So although Professor
Snape — who constantly mocks and punishes Harry — is
spotted apparently cursing the boy wizard during a Quidditch
match, it is later established that Snape was muttering a
protective charm (Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone).
This is a classic red herring designed to cast suspicion
in the wrong direction: J.K. Rowling explores the roots of
Snape’s complicated feelings for Harry through the rest of
the Potter novels, and his behaviour is ultimately justified by
his polarised feelings for Harry’s parents, Lily and James. To
give a red herring undeserved narrative importance won’t do.
Suspicious circumstances must be explained in due course, or
the reader may feel confused or cheated.

When the gun misfires
However, a narrative principle so well known and long
established is ripe for subversion. If a writer deletes every
aspect of the narrative that is not essential — according to
Chekhovian rules — there may not be much imaginative space
left for the reader. Thus in the first of Tana French’s acclaimed
Dublin Murder Squad series, In the Woods (2007), while an
ingenious solution to the central crime emerges at the novel’s
denouement, what happened to Detective Rob Ryan as a young
boy, and who abducted his two best friends, is a mystery left
unresolved.
French forges tantalising links between Ryan’s childhood
trauma and his present-day murder investigation, but does not
fully explain them. Moreover it seems that the Chekhovian rule
is now such a staple of crime fiction that it is ripe for parody. At
the climax of Adrian McKinty’s blockbuster thriller The Chain
(2019), when the heroine swaps weapons after despatching one
of her adversaries her discarded shotgun is described — tonguein-cheek — as having ‘served its Chekhovian purpose’ (p. 325).
Nicola Onyett is an experienced examiner for A-level English
literature, head of higher education at Queen Margaret’s
School, York, and a member of the ENGLISH REVIEW editorial board.
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Exam links
AQA (B): Paper 1 Aspects of comedy

Are Jane Austen’s
novels antique chick-lit?
Cicely Palser Havely investigates what can be revealed when we compare
Jane Austen’s novels with Sophie Kinsella’s popular fiction for women

T

oday’s chick-lit is written by, for and marketed to women.
Its pink and gold covers are as enticing as a chocolate
box. ‘Real men’ keep their distance. But Jane Austen
did not write exclusively for women, though there is evidence
that women formed the majority of her readers. Indeed, it is
only within the last couple of decades that she has come to be
seen as primarily a writer for women — thanks largely to her
more excessive fans and their bonnets. In her own lifetime
Jane Austen could count the Prince Regent, his librarian, fellow
novelist Walter Scott and the poets Coleridge and Southey
among the male admirers of her work. A century later there is
evidence that Jane Austen was widely read among troops in the
trenches of the First World War, and Kipling’s story The Janeites
(1924) suggests continuing numbers of male admirers, not just
among the officer classes. Well into the second half of the
twentieth century, gentlemen with a taste for literature would
measure their ideal woman against Jane Austen’s heroines.
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Sophie Kinsella, on the other hand, very definitely writes for
women — young women. She is far from the first and very far
from alone in the genre today. Her huge success is well deserved:
she is funny and inventive. Her narratives are well paced and
emotionally compelling. A love scene in the recent My Not So
Perfect Life (2017) is as delicately lyrical as anything in more selfconsciously literary modern fiction:
The grass is long and haylike; the air is still and quiet. All I can
hear are the skylarks singing, way, way above us, in their endless
streaming ribbons of sound.
(Ch. 17)

Instruction
Kinsella is working in a tradition that has gained in confidence
from the criticisms that have been levelled against her kind of
fiction for centuries — namely, that it wastes time that could
English Review April 2020

be better spent on something useful, and gives women ‘ideas’
inappropriate to their sex and standing, and hence encourages
immorality. We need to remember that is was only during the
eighteenth century that female literacy became anything like
widespread, and as more women acquired the means and the
leisure to read, their horizons broadened a little. Devotional
(that is religious) literature was not to the taste of fashionable
ladies, but few were educated to a level where they could cope
with the ‘serious’ material available to their men.
This expanding female appetite for fiction was a source
of anxiety to those who considered themselves responsible
for social standards. Hannah More, a widely read moralist,
laid down that women should not read novels because ‘the
indulgence of seducing images…prepares for surrender of virtue’
(1819, cited in St Clair, p. 283). Like their successors, early
producers of popular fiction were highly market-aware and so
the typical story arc ensured that the heroine learned the lessons
of the dilemmas and perils that she encountered on the way to
her happy ending. By 1895 Miss Prism (Cecily’s governess in The
Importance of Being Earnest) could confidently declare that ‘The
good end happily, and the bad unhappily. That is what fiction
means’ (Act 2, line 56).

Useful advice
Much popular fiction for both men and women is instructive
in another sense as well. Since the Roman poet Horace advised
that poetry ‘miscuit utile dulci’ (mix the useful and the sweet —
Arts Poetica 19 BCE), literature has often justified its existence
by claiming that it combines instruction with pleasure, and a
considerable proportion of twentieth-century popular fiction
has included an instructive element. ‘Golden Age’ crime often
represented itself as calisthenics for the brain, while historical
novels inform us about history. Police procedurals enlighten
us about what an autopsy can uncover, and romantic fiction
aimed at women often slips some educational fibre into the diet
to reassure its readers that they are not just dawdling away their
time.
My Not So Perfect Life is typical of the best of its kind in that
it provides both reassurance and sound advice. Katie Brenner’s

life in London is not what she dreamed of, growing up in rural
Devon — and not what she pretends it to be on social media.
The story tells how hard work, diligently applied talent and
loyalty to her family boost both her career and her love life.
On the way, the reader can pick up a lot of useful advice about
careers in marketing and how to run a glamp-site (with yurts),
plus some sound tips on clothes and make-up. What Kinsella
emphatically does not encourage is the dangerous myth that if
you want something enough, you can just have it. In her world,
you have to put the work in. When success comes to a Kinsella
heroine it is because she deserves it. The glamorous male who is
her reward respects her skills, not just her looks.

Uncovering by comparison
That emphasis on commitment to the job and the full exercise of
one’s talents may not be typical of all chick-lit — Helen Fielding’s
Bridget Jones isn’t much of a role model for the workplace. There
are wide variations across the genre and we need to be alert to
exceptions. But some of the generalisations brought to light by
this kind of broad-brush comparison can be surprisingly sound.
For example, in Jane Austen’s world, no one works. Even the men
who have jobs are rarely seen at their employment. In Emma
Jane Fairfax’s need to seek paid employment as a governess is
a horrifying prospect (though the same novel’s Mrs Weston
prospered in the role). But the difference is more than a matter
of social norms and economic necessity. Underemployment
defines the status of Austen’s young ladies in the ‘no-man’s land’
between being a daughter undergoing some kind of education
and the duties of a wife. Emma in particular gets into trouble
because she does not have enough to do. Getting paid work is
not an option, so she makes work for herself (match-making)
and her nose is put out of joint when the vicar’s new wife
muscles her out of her job as the village’s queen bee.
This takes us to a better understanding of what a tricky task
it is for an unmarried daughter in Austen’s world to escape or at
least reduce the pressures of parents and elders who are often
foolish or unkind. Her young women do not passively accept
their situation, but too much striving courts disaster — as
Lydia Bennett, Marianne Dashwood and Catherine Morland all

Acquisition is a prominent
theme in Kinsella’s work
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discover. Aspiration and ambition are much more prominent
features of Kinsella’s work than Austen’s, while family ties seem
both closer and warmer. In her latest novel, I Owe You One
(2019), ‘Fixie’ Farr ungrudgingly puts her family’s interests
before her own.
As you might expect from the author of an eight-part
series called Confessions of a Shopaholic, acquisition is another
prominent theme in Kinsella. Eight times Becky learns that
there is more to life than stuff — but the lure of a label continues
to be irresistible. In general, Austen has notoriously little to
say about things. She barely refers to her characters’ physical
appearance, let alone their clothes or their furniture. This makes
for a huge difference between her texts and film and television
adaptations, where costumes and sets are major signifiers — just
as they are in all Kinsella’s work. There are enough references
to material things to prevent Austen’s world from being too
ethereal, but her spare details acquire ironic, even symbolic
significance: Elizabeth Bennett’s muddy hem, for example, or
Mr Woodhouse’s thin gruel. In Northanger Abbey John Thorpe’s
‘well hung’ carriage (Ch. 7) epitomises the values of Bath’s life
in the fast lane. In the main, however, it is their behaviour and
speech rather than their appearance and possessions which
define Austen’s characters.

Less is more
‘Three or four families in a country village is the very thing to
work on’ (Letters, August 1814). This advice to her niece could
be a self-assessment of Austen’s own scope and it is usually
taken to mean that her focus is narrow and domestic. Her world
is white, sexually orthodox and predominantly middle class —
but so is Kinsella’s. And where Austen’s characters are a good
match for the readership available to her, Kinsella’s characters
do not reflect the diversity of modern Britain. Whose social
range is then the most inclusive? What does Kinsella’s world say
to readers who are not as comfortably off, as straight or as nicely
brought up as her protagonists?
It is unexpected questions like this that such exercises in
comparison often bring to the surface. Take the romantic
relationships and marriages in these two authors. Kinsella’s
protagonists tend to marry the kind of money that most of her
readers can only dream of, whereas only Elizabeth Bennett
makes a truly fabulous match in Austen. Her other heroines
marry equally or comfortably, close to the social standing of
their upbringing.
It says a great deal about Austen’s confidence in the value of
her chosen genre and her own skills that she defends the form so
vigorously in what was her first full-length novel. She imagines a
young woman dismissing her reading as ‘only a novel’. Instead,
that book might be:
…only…some work in which the greatest poets of the mind are
displayed, in which the most thorough knowledge of human
nature, the happiest delineation of its varieties, the liveliest
effusions of wit and humour are conveyed to the world in the
best chosen language.

reference to moral values — though her own moral seriousness
has been the main plank of her canonical status since F. R. Leavis
first wrote of ‘her intense moral preoccupation’ (Leavis, p. 6).
That word ‘intense’ needs questioning, and a comparison with
the overt moralising to be found in a lot of popular literature
actually reveals the relative lightness of Jane Austen’s touch.
‘Less is more’ (a phrase apparently coined by Robert Browning
in his 1855 poem Andrea del Sarto) is a precept that is useful
wherever significant effects are achieved by understatement.
What Jane Austen values in a novel is the writer’s accuracy
of observation and their skills, not how they adjudicate moral
choices. The authorial intrusion that defends novels by women
in Northanger Abbey is rare. Austen seldom steps forward to
pass judgement herself and even her characters are never more
than mildly critical of others’ poor behaviour. Indeed, in
Mansfield Park (1814) she says ‘Let other pens dwell on guilt and
misery’ (Ch. 48). Kinsella on the other hand can be ruthless.
The conniving obstetrician in Shopaholic and Baby (2007), for
example, is comprehensively shamed. Jane Austen chooses to
show, rather than tell us, when her characters are out of order,
and she shows minimally, with less insistence.

What about dick-lit?
It is worth digressing to give a little consideration to male
equivalents of popular literature for women — genres which
might well be called dick-lit if we want to echo the unmistakable
condescension and contempt expressed by the term chick-lit.
Female readers may be put off by guns, fighting, machines and
technology, but they are not actively excluded. It could be that
men feel in some way flattered when women read ‘male’ fiction.
Is the fundamental purpose of a book with a gun on its
cover to show its readers — whatever their gender — what
macho men are really like? Or perhaps there is in part an
educational mission that many examples share with women’s
fiction. Readers might pick up all kinds of useful information
about hunting, or engines, or some extreme sport, for example.
What they are much less likely to find is detailed attention to
how men make their everyday moral choices. Of course, basing
generalisations on a limited sample is never ideal, so it is best
to be cautious, consult your own experience and then consider
this: where in your reading (official or otherwise) can you find
examples of young men’s behaviour being measured, judged
or guided as it is in literature predominantly aimed at women?

References and further reading
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(Northanger Abbey, 1818, Vol. 1, Ch. 5)

What is remarkable here and in the many references to novelwriting and reading in Austen’s letters is the absence of much
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Exam links
AQA (A): Paper 1 Love through the ages

The poetry of

Jane Eyre
T

he limitations of Charlotte Brontë have attracted critical
comment. For example, Virginia Woolf recognises the
narrowness of her life experience: ‘In that parsonage, and
on those moors, unhappy and lonely, in her poverty and her
exaltation, she remains for ever’ (The Common Reader). She goes
on to speculate that ‘these circumstances, as they affected her
character, may have left their traces on her work’.
Yet Brontë’s limited perspective proves more of a strength
than a shortcoming. Arguing that ‘self-centred and self-limited
writers have a power denied the more catholic and broadminded’, Woolf explains that ‘their impressions are close packed
and strongly stamped between their narrow walls. Nothing
issues from their minds which has not been marked with their
own impress’. Like Thomas Hardy’s, Charlotte Brontë’s prose is
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‘awkward and unyielding’, but such prose ‘takes the mould of the
[authors’] minds entire; which has, into the bargain, a beauty,
a power, a swiftness of its own’. For Woolf, Charlotte Brontë
should not be read ‘for exquisite observation of character’ or her
‘philosophic view of life…but for her poetry’. This article adopts
Woolf ’s advice, exploring the development of Brontë’s use of
poetic language and considering how such language lends Jane
Eyre much of its striking power.

Developing imagery
If we examine Charlotte Brontë’s poetry, we can see the
beginnings of that power. The imagery in poems such as ‘He
saw my heart’s woe’ is arresting, even if it might at first seem
too raw, predictable and self-pitying to be wholly satisfying. For
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Brontë’s use of poetic
language gives the text of
Jane Eyre much of its power

Mark Payton argues that Charlotte Brontë
uses poetic descriptions to craft a novel of
lasting power

example, the teacher who rejected the speaker is rendered in
metaphorical terms, suggesting not simply strength but a cruel
toughness: he is a ‘tower’ (motionless), ‘granite’, a ‘stone’ and a
‘rock’ (unresponsive and an idol, not a real ‘God’). Similarly,
the speaker is described through imagery suggesting softness
and vulnerability or sickness: she has ‘fever’, ‘slashed flesh’, is
‘losing blood’ and is in ‘torture’ (Norris, p. 18). While ‘invoking
the help of nature’, as Woolf asserts that both Charlotte and
Emily Brontë do so successfully in their novels, the passions
presented seem more local and less universal than those evoked
in the prose.
Natural imagery is evident also in the fragment from
‘Retrospection’, published as the first poem in Pamela Norris’s
edition of the Brontës’ poetry, perhaps as it provides a suitable
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/englishreview

introduction to their poetry. While the lyric’s form lacks
shape and — as an extract rather than a completed poem — a
conclusive ending, it does use interesting natural metaphors to
suggest the development of the Brontës as people and writers.
The initial ‘web’ suggests the intricacy and delicate strength
of the young siblings’ imaginative worlds. The ‘spring’ is a
common image for creativity and its outpourings, but Brontë’s
use has some complexity. While being true and beautiful (‘pure’
and ‘fair’), it is presented as being uncertain and in need of
protection. Later, it seems to have dried up ‘under a mossy
stone’, but then returns, making a ‘feeble roar’. Finally, other
natural metaphors are deployed: the siblings ‘sowed in youth
a mustard seed’ and ‘cut an almond rod’ (Norris, p. 3). While
perhaps not completely successful, it is worth remembering
that Charlotte wrote this poem when she was, at most, 19 years
old and it might — in its use of developing natural imagery and
symbolism — be seen as a precursor of what she would produce
as a mature writer.

Maturing imagery
Charlotte Brontë was 30 years old when she began Jane Eyre
and there the imagery that might have seemed clumsy at times
in her poetry is more subtle, accomplished and assured. For
example, she uses animal imagery not only to characterise Jane
and others, but also to chart the development of her protagonist
in what is, after all, a Bildungsroman. Early in the novel, Jane
is described as a ‘bad animal’. To her cousin John Reed, she
is a ‘rat’. To her nurse Bessie, she is a ‘mad cat’. To the maid
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Abbot, she is ‘a little toad’. Even to herself, Jane in her fury is a
‘desperate thing’.
But Brontë is doing more than offering memorable
descriptions. Her use of these brutal, monosyllabic designations
emphasises the extent to which the childhood Jane is stripped
of her human identity and dignity by the cruelty and oppression
of her environment. When coupled with further ‘elementary’
imagery, we are given a detailed and penetrating awareness of
the central character’s condition. Catching sight of herself in the
mirror in the red-room, Jane sees a ‘strange little figure’ which
‘had the effect of a real spirit…like one of those tiny phantoms,
half fairy, half imp’ (Ch. 2). We see that Jane is struggling for
identity. This is a battle that will rage throughout the novel as
she grapples with the question of how much she is an animal
being, a human being or a spiritual being. Here, she appears
inhuman: animal to her tormentors, supernatural to herself.
And that supernatural identity is dangerously split — she is
‘half fairy’.
This is just how Rochester sees her later, when he repeatedly
refers to her as a ‘fairy’, ‘elf ’ or a ‘brownie’ who has the magical
power to ‘bewitch’ him (though his sense is of a delightful and
virtuous enchantment). But she is also an ‘imp’ — something
demonic, with a propensity for mischief and perhaps for being
drawn towards the temptation of immorality. She knows she
would be ‘an instrument of evil’ (Ch. 27) if she were to live as
Rochester’s mistress ‘delirious with his love’, in a ‘fool’s paradise’
only resisted after the ‘struggle, blackness, burning’ of the
‘terrible’ moment when she rejects him (Ch. 27). The simplicity
of the similes — Jane as ‘cat’, ‘fairy’, ‘imp’ — belies the complex
way in which Brontë uses them. Far from being hackneyed
poetic tropes, they invite the reader to be a companion on the
first steps of a complicated and intriguing character journey.

Clanging symbols
Brontë revisits the animal imagery later in the novel. In Chapter
10, the adult Jane learns to ‘regulate’ her ‘mad cat’ passions: ‘I
appeared a disciplined and subdued character.’ She appears so, yet
‘restlessness was in my nature; it agitated me to pain sometimes.’
The different sides of her personality are encapsulated in the
triplet expressing her longing for freedom from her stagnant
existence at Lowood: ‘I desired liberty; for liberty I gasped;
for liberty I uttered a prayer.’ The human (‘desired’), animal
(‘gasped’) and spiritual (‘prayer’) aspects of her emotional,
physical and supernatural being coexist to form her character.
So it is no surprise that in that most Gothic of chapters,
Chapter 20, this sophisticated, civilised young woman is
horrified by the mysterious presence of the creature who disturbs
the night and silence of Thornfield Hall. There is a ‘snarling,
canine noise’, ‘like a dog quarrelling’, its laugh a ‘goblin ha! Ha!’.
It is perhaps a ‘wild beast’ or ‘fiend’, with the voice of ‘a mocking
demon’ and of a ‘carrion-seeking bird of prey’. The balance of
bestial and demonic imagery evokes that used to describe the
troubled and abused ten-year-old Jane. When we finally meet
Rochester’s wife, Bertha, the zoomorphic figurative language
continues:
What it was, whether beast or human being, one could not, at
first sight, tell: it grovelled, seemingly, on all fours; it snatched
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and growled like some wild animal: but it was covered with
clothing, and a quantity of dark, grizzled hair, wild as a mane,
hid its head and face.

She (‘it’) is later described as a ‘clothed hyena’ standing ‘on its
hind feet’.

Opening up avenues
Some modern criticism has focused on the harsh Victorian
view of mental illness, but in an age of psychoanalytical
awareness, we can also explore the subconscious mind of
both Charlotte Brontë and her heroine. Brontë, like any
poet, opens up avenues of meaning of which she herself
might have been only partly aware. That is not to say she did
not intend the subliminal meanings which excite so much
modern reinterpretation. Images of animals and otherness
suggest extremes of patriarchal oppression, and the repression
of subconscious feminine passion, throughout the text.
But perhaps it is the poet’s vision in Brontë rather than the
novelist’s more prosaic sensibility which enables the reader to
link this imagery to more profound themes, and to develop
an appreciation of the novel beyond what the Victorian reader
— and author — could have imagined. We notice that, while
the metaphors used to describe Bertha are expanded, they are
the same as those used to describe Jane: the ‘rat’ has merely
become a ‘hyena’, the ‘imp’ a full-grown ‘demon’.

The ‘dark double’ theory
The richness of Brontë’s imagery and symbolism gives rise to
illuminating interpretations into the late twentieth century
and beyond. In their game-changing 1979 critical work The
Madwoman in the Attic, Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar expound
their ‘dark double’ theory. ‘Bertha is Jane’s truest and darkest
double: the angry aspect of the orphan child, the ferocious
secret self Jane has been trying to repress ever since her days
at Gateshead’ (Gilbert and Gubar, p. 360). So, Bertha herself
becomes a metaphor enabling the reader to make links of
reference and representation. Indeed they observe that ‘Bertha
appears whenever Jane allows herself a forbidden thought’
(Gilbert and Gubar, p. 366). This is borne out when Bertha
sets fire to Rochester’s bed soon after Jane has experienced the
first stirrings of passion for him, and just after he has spoken of
‘daring to be happy’. Note the poetic symbolism: there’s a fire
in his bedroom and she has to save him by pouring cold water
on it. This foreshadows the impact of the ‘intolerable duty’ she
must later abide by in rejecting his appeal for her to become his
mistress.

Metaphors of entrapment
For Gilbert and Gubar, the red-room functions as a motif of
‘enclosure and escape’, and the reader can follow the chain of
patriarchal entrapment through the symbolism. In addition
to the red-room and the association with Bertha’s cell, we
encounter recurrent images of restraint, both literal and
figurative, which defy Jane’s yearning for liberty. In the first
chapter in the window seat, between the curtains and the glass
— half in and half out of the house — she is trapped where she
cannot belong and cannot abscond. At Lowood she gazes from
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Michael Fassbender as Rochester
and Mia Wasikowska as Jane Eyre

her window (windows are a frequent image of threshold —
from which liberty can be envisioned but not accomplished),
and she longs for a life beyond the horizon, with everything
short of the heath of the distant hills (likewise a frequent image
— of freedom and independence) described as ‘prison-ground’
(Ch. 10).
In Chapter 23 as Rochester is about to propose marriage (in
the orchard where the cherries are ripe, and the symbolism of
Eden and forbidden fruit and of virginity is about to fall from
the tree under its own massive weight) he restrains Jane in a
tight embrace from which she tries to free herself. ‘Be still,’ he
commands her, ‘don’t struggle so, like a wild frantic bird…’ She
responds: ‘I am no bird, and no net ensnares me; I am a free
human being with an independent will…’ Finally, it seems,
she has broken free from her animal status and gained a fully
human identity, but metaphors of entrapment persist.
When she flees the immorality of an illicit union with
Rochester, she reflects, in a paragraph bristling with poetic
conceits, that she has escaped a ‘silken snare’ (Ch. 31). A less
attractive form of captivity is suggested by the simile describing
St John Rivers’ attempt to confine her within a loveless marriage,
when his ‘marble kiss’ feels like ‘a seal affixed to my fetters’
(Ch. 34). When she breaks free from these restraints, she knows
the liberty achieved is the completion of what Gilbert and Gubar
call her ‘pilgrimage to maturity’ (p. 358). Jane emphasises this
new state to the reader in the final paragraph of Chapter 35
clearly and confidently: ‘It was my time to assume ascendancy.’
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/englishreview

A poetic gift
This article has argued that the enjoyment in reading and
rereading Jane Eyre is derived in great measure from its poetry.
Charlotte Brontë could have written a decent poem about a
chestnut tree — struck by lightning, punished by nature, ruined
but not entirely destroyed, still with a firm base and strong roots
and capable of recovery. Instead her gift for simile, metaphor
and symbolism appears in the characterisation of Rochester —
‘I am no better than the old lightning-struck chestnut tree in
Thornfield orchard’ (Ch. 37). And as for Jane, she is all the more
ascendantly free as a human being for having escaped or cast
off every rat trap and bird net and animal snare with which her
author challenged her.

References and further reading
Gubar, S. and Gilbert, S. (1979) The Madwoman in the Attic: the
Woman Writer and the Nineteenth-Century Literary Imagination, Yale
University Press.
Norris, P. (ed.) (1997) The Brontës, Everyman’s Poetry.
Woolf, V. (1925) The Common Reader, First Series, Project Gutenberg:
www.tinyurl.com/wz72kal

Mark Payton is head of English at Queen Margaret’s School,
York.
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The forgotten sister?
Anne Brontë at 200
Claire O’Callaghan argues that Anne Brontë is worth
reading just as much as her two more famous sisters

H

ave you heard of Anne Brontë?
You might be more familiar with
Charlotte and Emily Brontë, Anne’s older
sisters, the renowned authors of Jane
Eyre (1847) and Wuthering Heights (1847)
respectively. But what about Anne? She is
sometimes presented as the least talented
member of the family, or even as Margaret
Lane (1980) commented, ‘a Brontë
without genius’. The year 2020 marks the
bicentenary of her birth, and this offers
an opportunity not only to rediscover the
works of this underrated author but to
challenge the erroneous image we might
still have of her today.

A picture of Anne Brontë,
drawn by her sister Charlotte
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A difficult childhood
Anne was born to the Reverend Patrick Brontë and his wife,
Maria, on 17 January 1820 in Thornton, Yorkshire. She was the
youngest of six children, joining Maria, Elizabeth, Charlotte,
Branwell and Emily. The family moved to what is now the
Brontë Parsonage Museum in Haworth a few months after
Anne’s birth. Tragically, however, almost as soon as they got
there, Anne’s mother became ill. She died of uterine cancer
in 1821 before Anne was even two. Soon after, Anne’s eldest
sisters, Maria and Elizabeth, contracted tuberculosis and they
died too, just a few years later in 1825.
It was under these difficult circumstances that the remaining
Brontë children formed a close-knit bond. Patrick decided to
keep his children at home and school them there. During the
day, the children took lessons in history, travel, biography and
religion, among other subjects. They also rapidly devoured their
father’s bookshelves, reading everything from Shakespeare to
Walter Scott. But they also spent a considerable amount of time
on the moors beyond their home, a place where they would run
free and construct extended fantasy stories together. This was
the beginning of the siblings’ literary endeavours.

First steps in writing
As children and young adults, Anne and Emily constructed a
fantasy world in verse called ‘Gondal’. It was a huge, sprawling
fantasy saga fuelled by salacious tales of love, imprisonment,
murder, drama and intrigue (think Game of Thrones), but it
was ruled by women. At an early age, then, Anne and her
sister were interested in the representation of women and how
the so-called fairer sex could be something other than pretty
adornments on the arms of kings and powerful men. Sadly, no
complete picture of the poetic epic survives, meaning that today
we only have short snippets and extracts of Anne and Emily’s
poems with which to read and understand their fantasy world.
Beyond Gondal, Anne also wrote a wider body of poetic
verse, some of which was published in the sisters’ first
publication together in 1846. Poems by Currer, Ellis and Acton
Bell (these were their pseudonyms: Charlotte was ‘Currer’, Emily
was ‘Ellis’ and Anne was ‘Acton’) was not a commercial success,
but it encouraged the three women to take the art of writing for
publication seriously, and to take on the challenge of writing
novels. Anne went on to publish two novels in her lifetime, and
these works are both remarkably modern texts which provide
startling evidence of Anne’s capability as a writer.

Anne’s novels
Agnes Grey
Anne’s first novel, Agnes Grey, was published in a double volume
alongside Emily’s Wuthering Heights in 1847. While Charlotte
Brontë is known as the sister who wrote about the plight of the
governess in the mid-Victorian period, Anne actually got there
first. Agnes Grey is based on Anne’s personal experiences with
the Ingham family of Blake Hall, where she was employed as a
governess from April to December 1839. The Ingham children
were spoilt and naughty, and, to her horror, Anne was dismissed
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/englishreview

after a year for indulging their nastiness. This is something
she represents in Agnes Grey, a depiction that contributed to
nineteenth-century debates on the moral education of children.
As Sally Shuttleworth notes, Agnes Grey was published at
a time when Victorian society was beginning to explore ‘the
nature of childhood’, something ‘which would underpin the
development of child psychology at the end of the century’
(Shuttleworth, p. xi). (You can read more about Agnes Grey in ‘If
you liked this…’ on pp. 40–41.)

The Tenant of Wildfell Hall
It is Anne’s second novel, The Tenant of Wildfell Hall (1848),
however, that showed off her literary talent to the full and
demonstrated that she was nowhere near as meek a writer as
some biographers have suggested. The novel tells the story
of Helen Graham’s troubled marriage to the rakish Arthur
Huntington. It is presented through a series of letters and
diaries telling of the couple’s marriage in retrospect. When we
first meet Helen, she has run away from her drunken, violent
husband, taking with her their only son and seeking refuge as a
tenant in the titular Wildfell Hall.
Despite being an angelic and dutiful wife, Helen has suffered
emotionally and psychologically at the hands of her husband.
She now works as an artist to generate money to support her
son. In the course of the novel, we unravel the story of her
difficult marriage and follow her plight as it ends. Anne shows
us the recrimination and hurtful gossip that Helen faced as a
single mother. As a result, The Tenant of Wildfell Hall is a novel
that portrays issues that remain pertinent in modern culture,
particularly those relating to addiction, gender and domestic
abuse. It is a work that shows how Anne was ahead of her time
in recognising that domestic abuse is not only physical but can
include financial and coercive control.
Although it was a bestseller, the Victorians were largely
outraged by ‘Acton Bell’s’ novel. A reviewer in the Spectator
(1848) condemned what they perceived as Anne’s indulgence
in a ‘morbid love for the coarse, not to say the brutal’, while
the reviewer for Rambler was horrified by domestic scenes of
‘the most disgusting and revolting species’ (Allot, p. 267),
suggesting that such happenings were rare in Victorian society,
something we now know to be untrue thanks to books like
Lisa Surridge’s Bleak Houses: Marital Violence in Victorian Fiction
(2005). Charlotte Brontë, too, was horrified by her younger
sister’s book, declaring the ‘choice of subject as an entire
mistake’ (Allot, p. 274). She went on to claim that Anne hated
writing such material, but that she nonetheless pursued her
work. Charlotte’s comments are one of the reasons that Anne’s
work was lost to readers for generations.

Writing the truth
Reading the Preface to Anne’s The Tenant of Wildfell Hall,
however, reveals something quite different to what Charlotte
suggests about Anne and her motivations for writing the book.
Here Anne explains that her intention in writing the novel had
not been:
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simply to amuse the Reader, neither was it to gratify my own
taste, nor yet to ingratiate myself with the Press and the Public:
I wished to tell the truth, for truth always conveys its own moral
to those who are able to receive it.

The truth, as Anne saw it, was twofold: first, to portray
unscrupulous men — like Arthur Huntingdon — with
unflinching realism because they ‘do exist’ (to borrow
her words), and second, to offer a cautionary tale, both
encouraging young men to behave better towards women and
warning young women against being seduced by men with bad
intentions. Anne defiantly proclaimed:
If I have warned one rash youth from following in their steps, or
prevented one thoughtless girl from falling into the very natural
error of my heroine, the book has not been written in vain.

Reading these words today, it is striking to think that over
170 years ago, Anne Brontë wrote a novel specifically for the
young men and women of her generation. She recognised the
limitations of her writing in bringing about social change,
noting humbly that she did not consider herself ‘competent to
reform the errors and abuses of society’. Nonetheless, Anne
wanted to play her part, to contribute her ‘humble quota
towards so good an aim’.
It is for this reason that Anne’s second novel, in particular,
remains relevant in contemporary culture and to young readers
today. When I have taught the Brontës to different age groups,
students have rarely heard of Anne, but they often come to
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her work with a prior knowledge of her sisters’ books. But to
this day, I have yet to meet a student who, after reading The
Tenant of Wildfell Hall, has not enjoyed it as much, if not more,
than Jane Eyre or Wuthering Heights. I realise that that is quite
a claim, but it is absolutely true. As 2020 is the year in which
we celebrate Anne’s birth, and remember this often overlooked
Brontë, it is worth discovering Anne’s writings.

References and further reading
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Press.
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prospects

Becoming
an archivist
Rosalind Grooms opens up the prospect of a career working with historical
written texts, giving examples of what is involved in records management
and preserving and evaluating literary heritages

I

f you love stories, analysis and creative writing, you might
consider becoming an archivist or records manager. Both
roles involve protecting, organising and making available
written, spoken or visual evidence of the past. Records
managers are responsible for the ‘primary phase’ of the
records, when they are useful to the creating institution
for information governance and accountability. Archivists
deal with records in their ‘secondary phase’ for long-term
preservation and research. As professionals dealing with
information, archivists and records managers collaborate and
in smaller institutions might be the same person with two
aspects to their job.
Archives hold maps, committee minute books, ancient
charters, property deeds, photographs, accounts, letters, diaries,
glass-plate negatives, notebooks, sound recordings, films and
digital files. They also hold stories, secrets, expressions of
love or hate, erased sentences revealing a change of mind, a
few jottings or drafts catching a moment of inspiration, and
details of ancestors traced through a name on a page. As well
as publishers’ records concerning the relative success or failure
of literary works, drafts and corrections to manuscripts can
also shed light upon an author’s working methods. Have a look
at the British Library website to see what they hold relating to
your core texts: www.tinyurl.com/vlw6c2e
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/englishreview

Where can archives be found?
Archives contain society’s recorded memories, so archive
buildings or an archival collection will never be far away.
Q The National Archives in Kew hold the nation’s records of
governance, such as royal charters and records of government
departments.
Q Record offices hold documents relating to the history and
cultural life of the county, for example church registers and
papers of local businesses and landed estates.
Q Universities hold records of their administrative and
academic departments and their students, and many have
special collection divisions. For instance, Oxford and
Cambridge colleges hold ancient deeds for properties they once
owned and the personal papers of former members.
Q Many businesses hold financial records, legal transactions,
contracts, advertising material and correspondence.
Q Museums and art galleries often contain archives relating to
artists and their collections.
Q Specialist repositories such as film archives, sound archives,
political archives, literary archives and scientific archives gather
related collections by media or theme.
Q Historical societies in towns and villages often treasure their
local history and play an important role in preserving original
documents.
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If you can think of a writer, photographer, actor, statesman
or stateswoman or an institution with cultural significance,
somewhere there will be an archive holding documents relating
to them. For example, Exeter University holds substantial
material for both Daphne du Maurier and Agatha Christie, while
Nottingham University’s Manuscripts and Special Collections
archive contains a wealth of D. H. Lawrence material.

Q

A career in archives
Job satisfaction comes in many forms:
Q making a contribution to research by assisting people in
discovering the information they seek
Q the pleasure of finding out about the activities that gave rise
to the records and completing a descriptive catalogue
Q the achievement in bringing order to a muddled bundle of
papers
Q the privilege of handling unique documents
Q the unmistakable aroma of leather bindings
Q the pride in being thanked in acknowledgement pages of
published books
Not all archival jobs are full-time positions. Archivists may
combine several part-time jobs and enjoy the variety of shifting
work locations and atmosphere. You can progress to become
the manager of a team or specialise in a particular aspect, such
as digital preservation. Support and information are provided
by the Archives and Records Association (ARA), which is the
professional body of archivists, records managers and archival
conservators.
Places on postgraduate archival training courses are soughtafter, so volunteering in an archive during or after your
undergraduate studies will enhance your chances of acceptance.
Undergraduate students also have opportunities to work with
archives as part of modules or for their final dissertation. Staff

increasingly build links to special collections and encourage
exploration into sources, using for example, the Booker Prize
archive at Oxford Brookes University: www.tinyurl.com/vqt78po
Students can become involved with staff projects, benefiting
sometimes from bursary funding to attend archives with staff
and prepare notes, such as on Winchester University’s ‘research
apprenticeship programme’ specifically for second-year students
to undertake in the summer vacation. Some archival institutions
offer one-year pre-qualification posts with a salary and a
structured programme. Master‘s courses accredited by ARA are
offered by University College London, Glasgow, Aberystwyth,
Liverpool and Dundee Universities, and also University College
Dublin and Maynooth University in Ireland. There are options to
undertake study by distance learning as well as onsite.
You might also consider studying abroad. Archival theory,
methods and digital technologies for data exchange are
governed by international standards and skills are transferable.
Some master‘s courses are two years, with an opportunity
to gain course credits during an internship abroad in the
intervening summer (a great opportunity to expand your
experience and CV) and to cover more topics in greater depth.
The Society of American Archivists online Directory of Archival
Education lists universities in North America and Canada, and
the Australian Society of Archivists lists accredited archival
courses.

A typical pathway
A typical pathway to an archival career is:
volunteer at an archive
Q obtain a postgraduate qualification
Q put your training into practice as a newly qualified archivist
Q undertake self-assessment and create a portfolio to qualify as
a registered member or fellow of ARA
Q

Transferable skills
You can transfer many skills from
your English studies to an archival
career.

Concise writing style:
cataloguing
Archivists are mediators between
archives stored in environmentally
stable and physically secure strong
rooms and researchers consulting
them. It is the archivist’s task to
describe the material in sufficient
detail for a researcher to recognise
its relevance to their research
subject, enter data into an archival
cataloguing system and publish the
results online. An ability to write
concisely, expressively and accurately
is crucial.
You can transfer many skills
from your English studies to
an archival career
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Clear writing style: enquiries
An archivist may reply to hundreds
of research enquires (mainly by
English Review April 2020

email) over the course of a year. Summarising essential facts,
explaining the nature of the collection and describing access
procedures will put your writing skills to good use.

Decision-making and analysis: appraisal
Appraisal means assessing paper and digital documents
and deciding whether all are worthy of long-term retention.
Assignment of value depends on the context of the archive:
Q Is this a ‘vital record’ essential for an organisation to
continue its work?
Q Is this evidence of a policy, procedure or decision?
Q Will this ephemeral item become scarce and hence
important in the future?
Q Does this document give an insight into a person’s life?
Judgements are based on experience, institutional policy and
guidance from colleagues.

Public speaking: talks and guided visits
Public outreach activities are vital to engage students, members
of the public and employees in the archivist’s own institution.
Communicating the importance of the archive and its relevance
to a business or cultural group, and to share the excitement of
discovery, can include participating in induction training for
new employees, organising visits for school groups, and giving
presentations to societies or at conferences.

Knowledge of social media: outreach
Archivists are increasingly using blogs, twitter accounts, short
films embedded in webpages and Facebook as an integral
aspect of their institution’s communication strategy. Having
grown up using social media, you will be quick to spot an
interesting document, take a photograph, write a few short
sentences about it and promote the archive to the world.

Interest in audiovisual: digital preservation
The longevity of digital information is a serious and
immediate concern for archivists. Will your cloud storage
produce legible documents in 20 years’ time? Ink on
parchment can be read as clearly as if written yesterday
after the passing of 500 years. Can we say the same for an
email sent this week? Digital skills are required not just with
cataloguing software but with managing digital records,
preserving files in outdated formats, and dealing with disktypes which few computers are able to read.
Writing of the fascination of manuscript materials, Philip
Larkin contrasted their magical and meaningful qualities:
The magical value is the older and more universal: this is
the paper he wrote on, these are the words as he wrote
them, emerging for the first time in this particular miraculous
combination. …The meaningful value is of much more recent
origin, and is the degree to which a manuscript helps to enlarge
our knowledge and understanding of a writer’s life and work.
Larkin, P. (1983) ‘A Neglected Responsibility: Contemporary Literary Manuscripts’,
in Required Writing, Miscellaneous Pieces, 1955–82, p. 99, Faber and Faber

A researcher will travel the world to hold a crackling parchment
membrane or tissue-thin sheet of paper rather than consult a
facsimile at home. That is the magic. A watermark may identify
the paper mill and source of fabrication, staple holes may bind
disparate pages together, the boundaries of a notebook may
define the length of a poem. That is the meaning. If this sounds
like your kind of magic, then becoming an archivist may be the
perfect career for you.

References and further reading
Archives and Records Association (UK and Ireland):
www.archives.org.uk

Persuasive arguments: advocacy

British Library: www.bl.uk

Archives always require money for conservation materials,
purchases of items which come up for sale at auction, and
additional staff, so archivists are adept fundraisers. Your
persuasive arguments will be needed when applying for grants,
approaching private benefactors, and presenting the case for
extra resources to senior managers. Skills in gathering facts,
writing summaries and action plans, and presenting a reasoned
argument in a convincing manner will be required to remind
decision-makers that funding is vital for the preservation of,
and securing access to, our cultural heritage.

The National Archives: www.nationalarchives.gov.uk

Gathering and presenting information: exhibitions

University of Dundee, Archives and records management:
www.tinyurl.com/suqlfyl

Curating exhibitions uses your skills of interpretation and
composition. It will be up to you to make a display eyecatching, coherent and clearly understood. Any opportunity
to bring to light documents that are usually stored in darkness
is seized with enthusiasm by most archivists: the visit of a
prestigious guest, conferences and festivals, open days, alumni
weekends and anniversaries are a few examples. Exhibitions are
increasingly placed online as digital images, video interviews
and essays after, or instead of, the physical display. Your ability
to write web pages and incorporate multimedia will be highly
valued.
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/englishreview

Relevant postgraduate courses include:
Aberystwyth University, Department of Information Management,
Libraries and archives: www.aber.ac.uk/en/imla
Maynooth University, Historical archives:
www.tinyurl.com/r3os6ux
University College Dublin, Archives and records management:
www.tinyurl.com/wgk2ud5
University College London, Department of Information Studies:
www.ucl.ac.uk/information-studies

University of Glasgow, Information management and preservation:
www.tinyurl.com/wx2amtn
University of Liverpool, Archives and records management:
www.tinyurl.com/u6wj6e3

Formerly archivist of King’s College, Cambridge, Rosalind
Grooms currently holds two part-time archival posts, at the
Needham Research Institute and Cambridge University Press.
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if you liked this…

Agnes Grey
by Anne Brontë
If you enjoyed Charlotte Brontë’s
Jane Eyre (the focus for Mark
Payton’s article on pp. 30–33),
Nicola Onyett suggests that
her sister Anne’s first novel,
Agnes Grey, which also
tells the story of a
Victorian governess,
might appeal to you

I

n December 1847, Agnes Grey was published two months
after the far more famous Jane Eyre. Both novels tell the story
of a lonely Yorkshire governess. Agnes Grey’s time with the
unruly Bloomfields and the arrogant Murrays echoes Anne
Brontë’s own experiences with the Inghams of Blake Hall (who
dismissed her after only a few months) and the Robinsons of
Thorp Green (for whom she worked for several years, until
forced to leave after brother Branwell’s scandalous affair with
the lady of the house).

Quiet and gentle, or cruel sadism?
On the surface a quiet and gentle story a world away from the
Gothic excitements of Charlotte’s Jane Eyre, Emily’s Wuthering
Heights or Anne’s own The Tenant of Wildfell Hall, Agnes Grey
still has that signature Brontë streak of defiant radicalism in
the face of class oppression and tyranny. The heroine becomes
a governess in order to support her family — and gain a little
independence — within a social context that severely limits her
life choices, and the reader traces her steady disillusionment
over time as class and money wreck human relationships.
Agnes is treated just as badly by the gentrified Murrays as by
the nouveau riche Bloomfields as Anne Brontë delineates the
impossible between-stairs role of the governess, left ‘“hanging
between two ranks” — not good enough to associate with
[her] employers, but too good to be friendly with the servants’
(Goreau in Brontë 2004, p. 41).
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The novel’s remarkably violent standout scene sees Agnes
crush a clutch of baby birds under a heavy stone to save them
from ‘a list of torments’ being planned ‘with fiendish glee’
by her spoilt and savage pupil Tom Bloomfield, a vile protopsychopath whose relatives defend his right to massacre
the chicks for fun. Tom’s mother coldly informs Agnes that
‘creatures were all created for our convenience’ and that ‘a
child’s amusement is scarcely to be weighed against the welfare
of a soulless brute’, while his uncle applauds the boy’s defiance
of the ‘petticoat government’ of ‘his mother, granny governess,
and all’ (p. 105). Promising Tom ‘another brood tomorrow’
— presumably for the boy to vivisect in some unspeakable
manner — Uncle Robson exclaims, ‘Curse me, if I ever saw a
nobler little scoundrel’ (p. 105).
Brontë’s characterisation of Tom Bloomfield seems startlingly
fresh: it is a staple of modern psychology that childhood cruelty
to animals is often a predictor of later delinquency, criminality
and violence. Moreover, her descriptions of extreme animal
cruelty tap into a wider theme — the corruption and decadence
of the undeserving rich — with the violent abuse inflicted on
harmless dogs, cats and birds mirrored in the isolation and
intimidation of the powerless Agnes.

‘The gentle, retiring, inexperienced writer’
After the deaths of Emily at the age of 30 in December
1848 and Anne at 29 only six months later, the heartbroken
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Charlotte Brontë was determined to preserve and defend her
sisters’ literary legacy. But by preventing the republication of
Anne’s heavily criticised second novel, The Tenant of Wildfell
Hall, an unflinching feminist exposé of domestic violence
within a failing marriage, Charlotte unwittingly hampered the
recognition of Anne’s unique talent. In her ‘Biographical Notice
of Ellis and Acton Bell’ (1850), Charlotte called Wildfell Hall ‘a
mistake: it was too little consonant with the character, tastes,
and ideas, of the gentle, retiring, inexperienced writer’, leaving
Agnes Grey by default as Anne’s sole work in the public domain
for many years.
Neither did the inevitable comparison with Jane Eyre — both
at the time of publication and ever since — do Agnes Grey any
favours. Even one contemporary critic who commended Anne’s
novel as ‘a tale well worth the writing and the reading’ damned
Agnes with faint praise as ‘a sort of younger sister to Jane Eyre;
but inferior to her in every way’ (Goreau in Brontë 2004, p. 10).

seems destined for such a post — explicitly links governessing
with slavery. Discussing ‘the sale — not quite of human flesh —
but of human intellect’, she likens the ‘governess-trade’ and the
‘slave-trade’ — ‘widely different certainly as to the guilt of those
who carry it on; but as to the greater misery of the victims, I do
not know where it lies’ (Emma, Ch. 35). Eventually some more
enlightened employers got the point: in her diary Lady Amberly
noted that after reading Agnes Grey she ‘should like to give it to
every family with a governess and shall read it through again
when I have a governess to remind me to be human’ (in Brontë
2004, p. 47).

References and further reading
Brontë, A. (2004) Agnes Grey, A. Goreau (ed.), Penguin Classics.
Brontë, C. (1850) ‘Biographical Notice of Ellis and Acton Bell’, in the
2004 Penguin Classics edition of Agnes Grey listed above.

A novel with a serious purpose
‘All true histories contain instruction’ declares the heroine
at the beginning of her story, and Agnes Grey is certainly a
passionate condemnation of the position of the Victorian
governess (Brontë 2004, p. 61). Thirty years earlier, in Jane
Austen’s Emma (1816), the highly intelligent Jane Fairfax — who

Nicola Onyett is an experienced examiner for A-level English
literature and head of higher education at Queen Margaret’s
School, York. She is a member of the ENGLISH REVIEW editorial
board.
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contemporary poets

Harry Gilonis
This poem by Harry Gilonis was written for the millennium.
It describes a bird’s strident call in a bleak winter landscape,
which stands also as the poet’s ‘desolate song’ for the old/new
century. The poem loosely follows the ghazal form, popular
in Middle Eastern literature, which typically expresses the
melancholy feelings of a speaker who has been separated from
a loved one. Gilonis has been publishing books of poetry since
the late 1980s. His collection Rough Breathing: Selected Poems,
which includes ‘century’s end ghazal’, was issued by Carcanet
in 2018.

century’s end ghazal
frost was, shades were, spectral, grey
whitish washed buff with black speckles
sun weakening
orange-buff, covert

Questions

from a woodbine-tangled, exposedtopped lilac, easily missed, a voice

1 Comment on the significance of the bird in the poem. You may
wish to consider some or all of the following:
• the descriptions of the bird
• the gradual way in which it appears
• its song

direct and low, sharp
wind’s flight through gloom
frail and thin and gaunt and small
hunger and fear and wind-beruffled

2 Thomas Hardy famously wrote a poem at the end of the nineteenth
century entitled ‘The Darkling Thrush’. Research Hardy’s poem, using
this link as a starting point: www.tinyurl.com/v6e3lcv

after a short pause
varied, clear-toned, strident

How does your understanding of ‘The Darkling Thrush’ shape your
response to ‘century’s end ghazal’?

winter’s marked repetition
not strictly arranged in verses

3 Find out more about the ghazal form. To what extent does Gilonis’
poem conform to the features of the form and to what extent does it
deviate from them?

over hardly-darkening ling
desolate song
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